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Students to Quake in the 
Quad this weekend. 
Big story 
It's just a really big st.ory. 
Friday, April 28, 1996 
New student 
deans placed 
m· colleges 
By SC01T BOEHMER 
Student goverrunent editor 
Five student deans were assigned 
their respective college dean councils 
as part of an effort by Student 
Government to ensure student repre­
sentation in all the colleges. 
Kristie Kahles, out.going vice presi­
dent for academic affairs, named 
Brian Anderson as student dean for 
the Lumpkin College of Business and 
Applied Sciences; Shannon Andrews, 
student dean of College of Education 
and Professional Studies; Stuart I 
Kaeding, student dean of the College 
of Sciences; Claire Mulcahy, student 
dean of the College of Arts and 
Humanities; and John Davenport was 
�ed as dean of the graduate school. 
Kahles said the deans will serve in 
office through November. Students 
will continue to elect student deans 
-� the!P-icolleges in the fall Student 
Government Election in November. 
Before the deans were chosen, 
Kahles said each had to first go 
through an interview process. She 
and out.going Student Body President 
Blake Wood then selected the deans. 
Making 
progress 
President 'pleased' with 
university cooperation 
By CHAD GALLAGHER 
Administration editor · 
In a meeting featuring 
cooperation and together­
ness, Eastern President 
David Jorns said Thursday 
he was "impressed and 
pleased" with the universi­
ty's progress over the last 
school year in his final  
town meeting. 
"We seem to be getting 
along· better," Jorns told 
the more than 35 faculty, 
staff and students attend­
ing the open forum. "And 
iii my mind that is great ... 
because it lowers the level 
of fear, frustration and 
anxiety amongst us. 
student minorities 
raised from 7 .8 to 12 
percent and the gradu­
ation rate of the entire 
student body raised. 
Jeff Lynch, assistant 
dean of the College of 
Arts and Humanities, 
questioned Jorns 
about. problems con­
cerning the need for 
additional equipment 
within departments. 
"We have a depart­
ment with less than 10 
percent of the faculty 
with c�mputers (in 
their offices)," Lynch 
said. 
"(We looked for) a person who's 
been involved in organizations and 
has represented themselves as a 
strong leader," Kahles said. "Edu­
cation is a strong priority, and we 
looked for a person who is driven to 
make changes in their college and 
individual department." 
"We've done pretty well 
this year, and we're mov­
ing in the right direction," 
''T it's impor-
Jorns said he would 
like to implement an 
initiative, possibly 
next year, that would 
put computers on the 
desks of all faculty. 
"If initiated, the 
plan would probably 
take all of next year to 
complete," Jorns said. 
JOHN COX/Photo editor 
Eastern President David Jorns ad.dresses various con­
cerns of more than 36 students, union employees and 
community members Thursday at his .ftnal town meeting 
in the Union Rathskeller: 
Anderson said the primary duty for 
student deans is to act as a liaison 
between the college and students of 
the college. 
Anderson said he will be meeting 
with a number of faculty members, 
students, business societies and fra­
ternities to get input from business 
students. 
Andrews said she hopes to meet 
with the new dean of the College of 
Education and Professional Studies 
and wants to have her name listed on 
teacher's syllabi as a student repre­
sentative. 
Kahles added that the primary 
duties of the deans will be to repre­
sent students in the- colleges and 
assist Student Government Vice 
• See STUDENT Page 2A 
tant that we 
try to hang 
together with 
in the next 
year." 
- David Jorns 
Eastern President 
Jorns said. "But there is 
still a lot of work to be  
done." 
Jorns ·said he would like 
to see the average student 
ACT scores raised from the 
current average of about 
23 to 25. In addition, Jorns 
would like the percent of 
Gary Wallace, an East­
ern geology professor, also 
was concerned about 
equipment funding within 
his department. _ 
"We are using survey 
equipment that is 45 years 
old," Wallace said. "We are 
doing things 'bass-ack­
wards' - We have alumni 
coming here and showing 
us their state of the art 
equipment." 
Jorns said $500,000 is 
currently allocated each 
year for equipment pur­
chases, a number Jorns 
would like to see increa­
sed. 
"The feeling is pretty 
good that we'll be able to 
increase this (equipment 
budget) over time," Jorns 
said. "Not dramatically 
increasing, but consistent­
ly." 
Jorns also recognized 
the scheduled termination 
of the Board of Governors 
as a possible future dilem­
ma. 
"It is going to be a rough 
transition," Jorns said. 
"I'm not optimistic it will 
be a smooth process but 
rather more jagged." 
As far as long-term 
problems, Joms said h& is 
optimistic with the termi­
nation because it will allow 
the university to be more 
competitive in state legis­
lation. 
"I'm going to be very 
busy with political maneu­
vers in a very tenuous sit­
uation," Jorns said. "It's 
important that we try to 
hang together with in the 
neXt yeat." 
Jorns 81.so took ti.me to 
criticize The Daily Eastern 
News for what he believes 
is "tabloid coverage" of 
SQme instances. 
"The DEN is far too sus­
ceptib le to people who 
have a gripe," Jorns said. 
Jorns called the cover­
age of Mr. and Mrs. 
Morgan Olsen "abysm� 
disgraceful and low." 
"Our whole society is too 
susceptible ·to scandal," he 
added. 
Wall named new dean of College of Science 
By CHAD GALLAGHER 
Administration editor 
Lida Wall, chair of  the 
Department of Speech and 
Hearing Science at Ohio State 
University in Columbus, 
Ohio, bas been named 
Eastern's new dean of the 
College of Sciences. 
Wall, who will take over the 
dean 'responsibilities on Aug. 
1, replaces Jon Laible who 
retired in July. Associat.e dean 
. of the college� David Ebdon, 
has been serv ing as acting college." 
dean. Wall, a former high school 
"We are looking forward to speech and English teacher, 
her joining the university," spent seven years in the pub­
said Terry Weidner, chair of lie schools and two years as a 
the dean search committee. public health audiologist 
"The college will benefit from . before joining the faculty at 
someone with experience from Ohio State in 1975. 
a large research university. She was appointed chair of 
"She has the reputation as the university 's section of 
a 'doer,'" Weidner said. "And Speech and Hearing Science 
she has already hit the in 1986 and w� instrumental 
ground running because she's in developing the section into 
been communicating with a department. She was 
department cllairs- within the . named chair to the depart-' 
ment upon its conception in 
1988. 
Wall has also authored a 
resource text for speech lan­
guage pathologists and health 
professionals and has receiv­
ed more than $1 million in 
grant funding to conduct re­
search on a variety of commu­
�cation disorder t.opics. 
She has done extensive 
committee work at Ohio 
State, including membership 
, on the Social· and Behavioral 
·Sciences· Executive Commit� 
tee and the advisory board ft 
the teacher certification pr 
gram for speech-langua 
pathologists. 
Wall, who is a certifi 
audiologist, has a doctora 
degree in audiology from 0 
State, a master's degree · 
audiology from the Universi 
of Wyoming in Laramie, W 
She also has a bachelor 
degree in speech communi 
tion from the University 
Northern Colorado in Greel 
.Col. 
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Teen-ager pleades 
guilty to murdering 
Jordon's father 
Blood alcohol limit to lower 
LUMBERTON, N.C. (AP) 
- A teen-ager pleaded guilty 
Thursday in the murder of 
Michael Jordan's father and 
agreed to testify against 
another man, almost two 
years after the killing 
helped push Jordan into 
retiring from basketball. 
Larry Martin Demery, 19, 
faces a minimum of life in 
prison on the first-degree 
murder charge. He told 
Judge Gregory Weeks he 
understood he also could 
face the death penalty. 
Sentencing will be de­
layed until after the trial of 
Daniel Green, 20, who is 
also charged in the July 23, 
1993, killing of James 
Jordan. That trial has not 
been scheduled. 
The 56-year-old Jordan 
was shot as he napped in 
his car on the shoulder of an 
highway south of town , 
while taking a break on a 
trip from Wilmington to 
Charlotte. His body was 
later found in a South 
Carolina swamp. 
Demery originally plead­
ed innocent, but told police 
in August 1993 that he 
helped dispose of Jordan's 
body. 
Green maintained his 
innocence during a tele­
phone interview with 
Durham TV station WTVD 
after Thursday's hearing. 
"He told me not to tell the 
police anything and I didn't 
tell police anything to 
incriminate him. I feel 
stupid as hell, to be honest 
with you," Green said. 
SPRINGFIELD (AP) - The 
Illinois House passed a bill 
that would lower the state's 
blood-alcohol limit from 0.10 
to 0.08 - a level a 160-pound 
man could reach by drinking 
four glasses of beer or wine 
in an hour. 
The bill passed 91-25 and 
moved to the Senate, which 
has rejected four previous 
attempts to lower the limit 
under which a person can be 
charged with driving drunk. 
The bill is championed by 
Secretary of State George 
Ryan, who made 0.08 a cam­
paign pledge. He said he 
became convinced that the 
level had to be lowered after 
scientific and medical studies 
showed intoxication to set in 
at 0.08. 
"A person is drunkenness 
impaired at .08 and has no 
business being on the road," 
he said. 
Further, Illinois stands to 
lose more than $4 million. in 
federal highway safety funds 
if such a law is not in effect 
by Sept. 30, 1996. 
Critics argued that Illinois 
already earned the highest 
rating given by Mothers 
Against Drug Driving in a 
nationwide report card on 
states' efforts to curb drunk 
driving. They claimed that 
the lower limit would affect 
social drinkers, but those 
most often involved in 
drunken driving accidents 
have blood alcohol levels of 
at least 0.15. 
"I don't think we are going 
to see a significant decrease 
in alcohol-related accidents 
in Illinois," said Rep William 
Black, R-Danville. "Where do· 
we go from here, .06, .05?" 
Rep. Gwen Klingler, a 
sponsor of the measure, said . 
that other states that have 
enacted the 0.08 limit have 
seen a decrease in accidents 
with drivers testing above 
.10. She produced National 
Highway T raffic Safety 
Administration statistics 
showing an 11 percent de­
crease in such accidents in 
California and a 31 percent 
decrease in Vermont. 
Rep. Jay Hoffman, R­
Collinsville, argued that the 
current law gives police 
authority to charge drivers 
with drunken driving if their 
alcohol levels test between 
0.05 and 0.10. 
"If you are drunk, you're 
drunk and you have no busi­
ness driving down the high­
way," Ryan said. 
Supporters of the measure 
were hopeful of the bill 's 
chances in the Senate based 
on the outcome in the House. 
"We were looking for 60 
votes and we got 91," said 
George Murphy, with the 
Illinois chapter of Mothers 
Against Drunk Driving. 
"I think that's a very posi­
tive, strong message." 
Ryan promised to lobby 
Senate President James 
"Pate" Philip, R-Wood Dale, 
who has voted against 0.08 
in the past. 
"George Ryan has a lot of 
credibility over here," said 
Mark Gordon, a spokesman 
for the Senate president. But 
Gordon said he could not 
forecast the outcome. 
"It has not passed here in 
the past." 
Condemned killer donates kidney to mother 
DOVER, Del. (AP) - Convicted killer another. medical costs are being covered by his 
Steven Shelton got a chance Thursday Steve Shelton, 29, was in fair condi-_ mother's insurance. 
to do something his brother could not: tion Thursday at Wilmington Hospital "Steven was looking forward to the 
donate a kidney to save their mother's after a four-hour operation to remove opportunity, was quite eager to go 
life. his kidney. The· kidney was then taken ahead," Moritz said. ''Not surprisingly, 
The brothers were both sentenced to to Thomas Jefferson University his mother was looking forward to 
die for beating a man to death after an Medical Center in Philadelphia, where being freed from the rigors of dialysis." 
18-hour drinking binge in 1992. his. mother underwent a five-hour The transplant is not the first from an 
Nelson Shelton, who offered to giv�. , t!,��;el�� operation. inmate to a rela�ive. 
his kidney first but was not a compati- · "Her ·surgery is finished·and she's-·- ·�But it's believed to be the first time 
ble ·donor, was executed. iii Ma1f�h;;�·;l;liJ;tiei)p:rgi�a.t�µitef)$ive'ca:re;cSteveJ1 an inrriat,e condemned to die has 
Steven Shelton was scheduled to die Shelton is recovered from anesthesia donated an organ. 
April 5, but received a stay because he and doing fine," Dr. Michael Moritz, Officials at the Death Penalty 
has not exhausted his appeals. the director of transplant surgery at Information Center in Washington and 
For their mother, Vesta Shelton, the Jefferson, said Thursday afternoon. the United Network for Organ Sharing 
relief of finally getting a new kidney Moritz operated on Steven Shelton in Richmond, Va., knew of no other 
that can renew her life has been in Wilmington, then helped Dr. death row transplant cases. 
muted by her sorrow over one son's John Radomski complete the opera- In the 1970s in Florida, death row 
death and the pending execution of tion on Vesta Shelton. The inmate's inmate Shabaka Waglini, who was 
FROM PAGE ONE 
later found innocent and released, was 
not allowed to donate a kidney to a rel­
ative, according to the American Civil 
Liberties Union's Capital Punishment 
Project in Washington. 
In 1992, a Florida court denied a 
request from inmate Daniel Faries, 
who was serving a 34-year sentence, to 
give him the death penalty so he could 
donate his organs.for t.Fansplants. 
The ACLU's Diann Rust-Tierney 
said Shelton's case points to a need to 
re-evaluate the death penalty because 
'it shows that no matter how heinous 
the crime, the condemned inmates. are 
still part of ''the human community." If 
he had been executed, Mrs. Shelton 
might .not have found a compatible 
donor, she said. 
. . ,_ . • FromPage:1A· · ��ident for Acaaemic Aff�irs-elect Amy Decker 
hi working with grade appeals .. Kahles said the 
deans will also serve on some committees, boards 
and councils. 
Anderson said he would like to start by attempt­
ing to re-establish a departmental honor's program 
in the business college. 
Anderson said he will try to tie in his experience 
on the Mortar Board and Honors Program to cre­
ate the departmental honors program. 
However, Andrews said because she is a physical 
education and health major, she wants to look · 
more closely at education before making further 
recommendations. 
Decker will chair the Council of Student Deans. Andrews said she would like students to be able 
to see teacher evaluations and wants to "make it so 
college is more comfortable to them (students)." 
. Both Anderson and Andrews said they have 
some specific goals they hope to address. 
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Anderson also said he aims "to talk with as 
many students as possible who are in the same 
shoes as I am (in the business college)." 
Kaeding, Davenport and Mulcahy were unavail­
able for comment Thursday. 
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Buzzard repairs 
to last two years 
By REAGAN BRANHAM 
Staff writer 
Renovations on Buzzard 
Building are tentatively sched­
uled to begin in June and are 
expected to be completed in two 
to three years, said Ted 
Weidner, director of the 
Physical Plant. 
Weidner said the renova­
tions will be a long process that 
will take place in separate 
phases. 
"In essence, everything in 
the building will be ripped out 
but the floors, the support 
columns and some walls," 
Weidner said. ''Asbestos has to 
be removed if we are going to 
disturb it during the renova­
tion." 
Before any renovations 
begin, federal laws require 
asbestos to be removed from 
the building. The cost of 
removal will be $297, 114, 
which is included in the $11.3 
million cost for the entire reno­
vation, Weidner added. 
During the renovation, some 
classrooms will be relocated 
but the university is going to 
try to "preserve classrooms 
during construction as much as 
we can," Weidner said. 
Terry Weidner, associate vice 
president of academic affairs, 
said the renovation will not 
cause a conflict for the majority 
of classrooms. 
"Only a few classes will be 
out of service at one time," 
Terry Weidner said. 
Currently, some residence 
hall rooms are being consid­
ered for housing some art class­
rooms. 
Crash victim found 
... _ L.- !-'"---!--'"-.:I 
LU UC lllLUA..ICi:lLCU 
An Eastern student who tion and athletic training 
died March 14 when the car major, was in his first term at 
he was driving drove off a Eastern. He graduated from 
raised bridge into a river, had Joliet Junior College in 1994. 
a blood alcohol level of .195, The passenger, Kenneth 0. 
according to the Will County Gerdes, 21, of Orland Park, 
Coroner's Office. also died in the accident . 
The body of Patrick Gerdes, a graduate of the 
O'Brien, 21, of Shorewood, University of Illinois at 
was recovered from the Des Champaign-Urbana, was 
Plaines River by divers March O' Brien's classmate at 
15. Providence High School in 
O'Brien, a:'physicah�ducl'.r-' ·NewLeri.'ox:' >,,,
, , .• · ·- ·- · · · ·  - , 
.-··�:·- � .1·i;-;;_<"f� ;'"',.�:-:-,!�._: , : \ . .'" ,,_ -.,· � '�.;..,�-�� ---"�� , ..... . � i ,..�· '"""}"""""· ·· �_, .... ,_, .. �,. 
DELTA CHI 
Proudly Announces 
Hope Moreno 
of Alpha Gamma Delta 
as our sweetheart 
Congratulations Hope 
We are honored to have you 
as our sweetheart 
The Men of Delta Chi 
���������������� g PHI E '.A TH ' '.A g 
g Congratulates . g 
g the Alpha Class g 
� on their Activation: � 
� ·········································�·················· � g Todd Cornwell g 
� Matt Franks � g Steve Highfill g 
g Todd Spinner g 
g Tim Stoddard g 
�������,��������� ' 
ATTENTION 
STUDENTS 
For your convenience, CIPS 
has set up a temporary office in 
the Effingham Room of the 
EIU Student Union. 
We'll be able to tum your service 
on or off and handle account 
name changes. 
We'll be' at the Union 
April 26 - May 8, 
from 8:00 am to 5 pm. 
We look forward to seeing you! 
Central Hlfnolli Public Service Company 
Putting Our Energy to Work for Yau. 
, .
congr�tulations t� .•.. ,41S 
AL BA SIGMA TAV .. 
New Committee Heads for 1995
 
ANN PAULEK 
ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT CARRIE DUNHAM 
RITUAL CARRIE CASTALDO 
SOCIAL SERVICE 
& DEVELOPMENT LORI SLOAN
 
SORORITY GROWTH KIM JOSTES 
SERGEANT-AT-ARMS SHANNON HILL 
ALUMNI CORR. MELISSA MURRAY 
? KIM SPENCER 
FORMAL GINA Sl:IAW , 
ANGIE' '�ICI--IENER 
SHELLY CONNER ·• ' 
LORA HAJEK 
INTRAMURALS 
GREEK WEEK 
MID-NITE MADNESS 
HISTORIAN 
HOMECOMING 
MUSIC 
WORLD SERIES 
PUBLICITY 
PRESIDENT'S AWARD 
COURTESY & ETIQUETfE 
INFORMAL 
CHAPLIN 
CONSTITUTION 
PICTURE FAVORS 
FAVORS 
ART 
PARENT'S WEEKEND 
BY-LAW S 
MONEY MAKING 
DERBY DAYS 
EDITOR 
SENIOR SENDOFF 
NATURAL-TIES 
LAURA KING 
JILL BUTTZ 
AIMEE SULLIVAN 
HEATHER ATEN 
KIM JOSTES 
LESLEY GALER 
CINDY UNES 
CRISSY SIMKUS 
AMY PLATH 
DEANNA MOONEY 
KIRSTEN CELAREK 
LESLEY PARKER 
KATIE KALBFLEISCH 
MARCI REIFSTECK 
JANETTE SMITH 
AMY KRIDNER 
ELLEN SEDGE W ICK 
LESLEY GALER 
KAREN PARKS 
KARA KAMMEIR 
CARRIE WAGNER 
TRACY THEZAN 
DEANNA MOONEY 
KIM SPENCER 
ANGIE MICHENER 
DIANNE SCHMELZEL 
KIRSTEN CELAREK 
JANETTE SMITH 
KRISTIE MARSHALL . 
MELISSA MURRAY 
9..l. 
--
--
�1�Daily Ea�tern \en§ 
Service of media 
isn't to please 
. fhe, governrnent · 
The Student Senate made a wise deci­
sion Wednesday when it rejected by a 15-
8 vote a proposal to place the Student 
Publications' budget under Apportionment 
Board control. -
By refusing the proposal, the senate 
upheld the right of 
Edi to:rial the press to remain 
· free from govern-
ment control, as is 
guaranteed in the First Amendment of the 
U.S. Constitution. 
""'""�-- - ·- - -·- �--�� 
- -- """""�-� ..... 
National ne s affects community life 
As the school year winds to I might consider confessing to 
dose, it is CUStomaiy for a per- "Tt lS• obvw· US . . at 
the Crime myself to end this cha-
·.· son to recall the national events l · rade. Whatever the case, it's 
that caused considerable con- this point that time to move on. 
troversy. S. ill A more tragic event that has National news, however dis- unpson W torn at society's emotional 
tant it may be from Charleston, eventually be threads is the StOI)' of mother 
affects the local community, released and alleged murderer Susan 
shown by the frequent refer- Smith. In October, Smith con-
ences to the year's events. because of a fessed to strapping her two sons 
The three-ring circus in the Dave hWlgjwy. " into the backseat of a car and O.J. Simpson courtroom Is the letting the car sink into a man-
most notable event so far this Hosick made lake, causing the death of 
year. ----------------- the two boys. 
Day after day, news mediums to patrons at local hair Despite making my stomach to turn, the stol)' shows 
salons debate the guilt or innocence of the former All- how evil a person can be .. Her Case was the plot of a 
Pro running back. . twisted woman who decided to inflict pain, not only on 
Did O.J. do it? Did his hostile temper explode into a fit her children, but also on the family and the community. 
of terror, resulting in the slaughter of his ex-wife Nicole Smith originally said a carjacker kidnapped her sons, 
Brown-Simpson and her dose friend Ron Goldman? but that was proven false five days later. However, Smith 
Who the heck cares anymore? fabricated her grief, fabricated her support for the family, 
Not to diminish the tragedy that the Brown and Gold- and fabricated that she gave a damn. 
man families are forced to endure, but there comes a The only possible compensation for this tragic loss 
point when enough is enough. would be to let Smith feel the pain she caused. Maybe 
O.J. undoubtedly was one of the most respected and with her conviction, Smith should be strapped into a 
admired professional athletes in American histol)'. From sinking car as water engulfs her body, knowing there is 
his many sports achievements to his movie roles such as no hope of surviving. That is what I call justice. 
"Nordberg" in 'The Naked Gun" (as a police officer, iron- Justice also should be served to the people responsl-
ically enough), Simpson has become someone who is ble for the bomb blast that killed at least 110 people at 
constantly in the limelight. the federal building in Oklahoma City. 
. However, the trial publicity has eliminated any hope This was an evil act, as President Bill Clinton -referred 
for Simpson. to remain a socially-respected celebrity. to it, that was done by cowardly individuals who have no 
It is obvious at this point that Simpson eventually will respect for life. The accused men killed innocent people 
be· released because of a hung-ju!)'. With the way Simp- because of their political views. 
son's life and trial have been publitjzecl, it would take a Why should political differences result in.death? 
mlrade to find an impartial jUI)' - which is evident by the Justice for those responsible is eminent and should result 
problems that have arisen during the course of the trial. in some compensation for those who lost loved ones. 
The media must realize that the Simpson trial has lost This year;s major news events have been exciting, 
national interest. It is a bore to hear the bickering intere5ting and sometimes heartbreaking. However, 
between competing attorneys, stories about him abusing these few events exemplify how news in the most 
Brown-Simpson and details of why jurors were replaced. remote areas of the count!)' can affect local and rural 
Give It a break. When O.J. makes it through a week communities for some time to come. 
without appearing on "A Current Affair," then this case 
will be solved in my book. 
lf l have to see Judge Lance Ito's portly presence again· 
- Dave Hosick is the news editor and a regular columnist 
for The Daily Eastern News. 
Under the proposal, authored by senate 
member· Bryan .Gutraj,;.the· A&- -vy�o,�IQ,;p�; · . 
q_ple �Q rev.!�)N, revjs�. �q . . gly�J,iQaL ,, ._ "· , " . . , 
approval to the Student PublieatiOn 's' 6f.>er..: 
ating budget. 
This move by Gutraj only further empha­
sizes that some Student Senate members 
don't understand the role of government. 
When local, state or U.S. governments 
are unhappy with media coverage, they 
can not take control of the media's finan-
ces. 
. _ 
Gutraj' s proposal is indicative of a gov­
ernment-controlled press. 
Senate member Trevor Griffin said It 
best when he said "the whole thing reeks 
of destroying a free press." 
. Gutraj claims.Ja�ets .. of Student· Publica­t[qns,: · suth .as, The Daily Eastern News, 
��. "':-" vv;ould.be'-more accountable to the stu-
dents if the AB could control its finances. 
But Student Publications is already 
accountable to the students. The Student 
Publications Board is made up of one 
administrator, two faculty members, three 
students appointed by the Society of 
Collegiate Journalists, three students 
appointed by the Student Government, 
Student Government's vice president for 
financial affairs and three professionals. 
Gutraj and other members of the senate 
should remember their role on campus 
and educate themselves on the function of 
a free press. 
The media does not serve to please 
governmental bodies, and governmental 
bodies do not serve to control the press. 
Human race is  more 
important than 
individual cultures 
Tour turn 
In my five years here, I have seen 
little to show me that these are not 
Dear editor: some of the real questions people 1 know I am not alone is saying .:1.re thinking. Most are too afraid to 
that I am tired of the racial bickering ask them because of fear rising from 
going on l.:1.tely. It appears to me that ignorance and pride. 
· 
both sides do not have the courage lnall my years here, the racial sit-
to be completely open and honest uatlon between whites and blacks 
with each other and ask the ques- has not gotten better at all. Racial · · 
tions that n� to be answered in pride has separated us, and it is 
order for evel)'one to get past their time for all people here to do some-
own race and Into the human race. thing about it. Perhaps people need 
How much reassurance will be to join the human race and leave the 
required for whites to welcome stereotypes behind them. 
blacks into ev.el)' aspect and function As for the issue of graduation 
of the society that is dominated by apparel, if people want to wear 
whites? How much control are . something on their robe, as long as 
. whites willing to surrender to others it Is not obscene, let them. All peo-
in order to create a society where all pie must be a:llowed to wear what 
This means to actively care for 
another person at least as much as 
you .:1.re concerned for yourself. 
"Dear children, let us not love 
with words or tongue but in actions 
and in truth." I john 3: 18 
Scott Jones 
Red Cross extends 
thanks to Eastern 
students, employees 
Dear editor: 
The Coles County Chapter of the 
American Red Cross would like to 
thank the students and staff of 
Eastern Illinois University who partic­
ipated in the recent blood drive 
which was held at Wesley United 
Methodist Church. 
Thank you for caring. 
racial groups are truly equal? What they want to. It's their graduation. 
exact17 
.
do blacks need. in order to , Fincll y, J leave you with this: If you The Public Relations Dlredor eq�ahze themselves with the rest of claim to be a Christian, then :you__ __ . Coles County Chapter ,������;?,��-����r!;�t _·,··.:· , .. T�_s.!)ov�:l��:����:�� . .����I��- ·,_····,:'>:··'·.'':'··<:·;::� .. ,e� �,��-��·: 
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Candidate looks at improyiiig 
cam;Pus dinillg, housing sem.ces 
' 
' 
' 
By CHAD GALLAGHER Webb said changes in the dining service 
Administration editor will also have to be made as student needs 
change. 
The fourth of five candidates vying for "Diets are changing, and the times when 
director of University Housing and Dining people want to eat ate changing," Webb said. 
Services said Thursday he is·a:ware of the . "People are becomilig'more and more health 
challenges that lie ahead within university consdence and we have to meet those needs. 
housing and dining departments. "AS a whole. we are becoming more allergic 
Terry Webb, director of Residence Services - we've become sensitive to different chemi­
at the University of North Dakota in Grand cals in the environment;"Webb added. 
Forks, N.J)., told those attending an open Webb said he was attracted to the director's 
interview sessiOn that he understands the dif" position because the' responsibilities of the 
ficult challenges of maintaining a high quality position <:leal with working personally with 
housing system, . . .. . . . . . .. , . . 
· 
.. . students and faculty. "The challenge today is in rebuilding hems" ·,: · ."As time goes by; you become busier and 
ing from the Inside out," Webb said. "We neeq -can stray from the customers," Webb said. "At 
to retool those buildings for the students ,Of · \his position, yo'u can enjoy your work and 
tomorrow." . . .. · 
· .· . 
· · . · · remain close .to the student customers." 
Webb said there is a need to keep up with The final candidate for the director position 
electronic comni,unications_through .faculty will be on campus next weekfor interviews. 
and student· use of computers. He said the C. W illiam Schnackel, campus housing 
need will arise to provide ¢omputers for all director at th e un iversity of Illinois at 
student and.faculty. . . _ .. . . . ._ .·.. q1icago, will be on campus Monday for vari-"We will have to provide: the ability_ for stu-: .- ous interviews, including an open session at 
dents to talk to professors through, compU:t- 11 a.m. in the 1 895 Room of the Martin 
ers," Webb said. ·  Luther King Jr. University Union. 
Yearbooks. to -be delivered to seniors 
By BETSY COLE 
Campus editor 
Graduating students need 
to sign up to have Eastern's 
yearbook· delivered· to them 
this summer, said M.K Guet� 
To RECIEVE YOUR 1994-1995 WARBLER��. 
• Sign up at the .Student Publications Office in 
Buzzard Building. 
ersloh, editor-in-chief of the • Provide a summer address. 
Warbler. 
• Students staying on·campus over the summer may -
pick them up at the Student Publications Office. 
Normally,. the yearbook is 
finished iii the spring, but this 
year to ensure a·full year of 
coverage, it will b� completed • Other students may pick up thefr Warblers upon 
in the summer, she said. returning in the fall. 
Students who will be gone . -. ----- ----. -. ---, .-. . --,.-. -,. -,-,., ,-, -,. ----, ., . __ 
this summer have- the '·optio:h ' Student Publications will be rolled!full-time will have to 
to either register for delivery relocated. The new location ·· pay $1.75 to $6, depending on 
of the yearbook or can pick will be announced later this the number of credit hours to 
one up when returning in the summer. which the student is enrolled, 
fall, Guetersloh said. Faculty, administrators and Robinson added. 
Graduating students and anyone who wasn't a full-time "This year's book is going to 
those who prefer to have the student in the fall of'94 or the be really big," said Guetersloh. 
Warbler delivered need to sign spring of '95. are welcome to It· will be "almost 50 pages 
up at the Student Pub- purchase the yearbook at full longer than last year." 
lications Office in Buzzard price at $25, said Guetersloh. The Warbler made_room for 
Building. They will need to Any student enrolled foll- a speeial Centennial section 
provide a summer address. time in both the fall of'94 and that includes profiles for all of 
They may also call the the spring of'95 are entitled to Eastern's presidents and a · 
Warbler staff at 581-2812 , she a yearbook for free, as $4.40 history of the tmiversity, she 
added. · ··for the yearbook has been said. 
People staying on campus taken fro:rn student fees, said Students who want a guar-thi1> summer may pick them Glenn Rob inson, business anteed book in the fall should 
up, she said . . However, be- manager for .Eastern's Stu- sigh up this spring in the 
cause of  the Buzzard renova- dent Publications. Student Publications Office, 
tions beginning this summer, Students who aren't en- Guetersloh said. 
·How Does Fa at ·Fo'o_d 
.Breakfast Strike You? 
If You' re Tired 
of Breakfast in a Styrofoam Box 
TRY WHAT'S COOKIN' NEXT TIME. 
We fix It to order & even put it: on a real plate. 
IWHA. . T'S COOKIN'I 7th & Madison · · · 
- Charleston 
lliilf!III!ll't-f(]�::�i�;t,,�· 
AT TED'S 
r�---------------------, 
. · FRIDAY: · . 
''KING ORANGE'' 
"GRATEFUL DEAD" 
TRIBUTE BAND FROM PEORIA 
L _______  �����:-'�;iiUi� S.ATURDAY: 
EIU'6 FINEST 
''GOAT BOY'' 
"FRAGILE PORCELAIN MICE" 
FROM Sr. Louis 
"KELP" & "ELJER BROS!' 
�GRATVLA�Io 
cO ' To the Following Women of w s 
Buy it by the Pound, 
Not the Ounce! 
COORS LIGHT 
16 OUNCER 
Q,Ilo�eB 
9 P.M. - Close 
[Q)rnTLu� �0��3 
� Roe k, R&B i(t 
� ' � 8 Come for a .� 
� good sbow · � 
and a good tim�t 
SIGMA KAPPA 
On Your New Alumna Status 
Tricia Altergott 
· Caroline Cerbos 
Jenny DeRovin 
Jen Dietlin 
Colleen Feeney 
Piper Gill 
Carrie Greeney 
Amy Hershey 
Nicole Holland 
Sheril Hubbart 
Angie Hillman 
Farrah Meis 
Christy Muraski 
Kate Nemec 
Erin Peterson 
Melissa Richardson 
Tara Rigby 
Melanie Schoenberg 
Tracy Volkman 
Cindy Volling 
Holly Witbracht 
600  ZUCK & 1HANK YOU for -your \)t�\t�\\\)\\ 
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A special olympian 
Annual event caters to athletes with disabilities' 
By MELANIE McCLAIN 
Staff writer 
Midge McDowell said next 
to Christmas, Special Olym­
pics is the highlight of most of 
the athletes' lives. 
McDowell, who has been 
the Special Olympic s  area 
director for the past 16 years, 
said the annual event takes 
place today from 9:30 a.m. to 
about 2:30 p.m at O'Brien 
Stadium. 
"Special Olympics is  an 
annual event which offers 
those ages eight to adult with 
disabilities the opportunity to 
exercise, compete in athletic 
events and have some fun," 
said Mark Williams, area pub­
lic relations director for 
Special Olympics. 
. Williams, also a former 
Special Olympics participant, 
said the evilnt is a great confi-
dence booster for the athletes. 
"Special Olympics is impor­
tant because it helps them (the 
athletes) get a day off from 
anything they do to come out 
and have some fun," he said. 
McDowell said there are 22 
areas that host Special Olym­
pics in Illinois. Charleston has 
athletes participating from 
eight surrounding counties. 
The first year (in the Char­
leston area) we had 217 ath­
letes," McDowell said. "This 
year we have 700 athletes." 
Throughout the day athletes 
will be participating in various 
events including the 50 meter, 
100 meter, 200 meter, 400 
meter, 800 meter and 1,500 
meter running events. 
Other events are the stand­
ing long jump, running jump, 
high jump, softball throw, shot 
put and race walk. 
McDowell said the race 
walk is a skilled event where 
the athletes walk around the 
track, but can't allow their I\ 
heels or toes to touch the 
ground at the same time. 
To accommodate all athletes 
there are also blind events and 
wheelchair events, McDowell 
added. 
"These athletes are given 
the opportunity to compete at 
their own levels with someone 
with the same abilities as 
them," McDowell said. 
Williams said that all ath­
letes, whether they place or 
not, receive a ribbon or medal. 
Those who place first in 
their event will go on to  state 
competition and then possibly 
to national competition," 
Williams said. 
McDowell said 400 Eastern 
students will be volunteering 
to help out with Special Olym-
pies. 
Application cutoff date not yet set 
A cutoff date for accepting freshman and Application numbers this year are second 
transfer applications has not been determined only to last year when the university.had an 
this year because of the increased numbers of exceptional year with new enrollment numbers. 
graduating students. The enrollment population is optimum at 
This spring, the university has received 5,500 10,000 to 10,500 students. 
applications from freshman and 1,750 applica- Wolf said a cutoff date is not mandatory, and 
tions from transfer students. Both nUII1bers are has only been set the past 7 or 8 years. A date 
2 to 3 percent behind last years numbers. may not even be set this year depending on the 
Ov�r 3,900 freshman applications and 1,100 number of applications the university receives 
transfer student applications have been accept- and accepts. 
ed so far. ''Things are in good shape for next year," Wolf 
"Students are a little slower to apply this said. "We really don't know how many students 
year than from past years," said Dale Wolf, will attend because incoming freshman often 
direct0 .. Inission.s, .''l\ll the counselors I have several schools to choose from and don't spel:ik: - ·'•?ifia.zc�·<fli6w·•the <high tfohoon· ··dOO:tlE!'rightawa:v!' 
seiri.Ors�aretf.i:Ot'Iri"an)hipp@ent:hurry to apply 
to schools." 
I 
• 
The Daily Eastern JWews 
"Becauae the weekentJa 
were made for 5tu'a" 
Weekend Specials: 
$1°0 Bottles 
$1QQ 20 oz. Ora�e 
Openat9pm. 
I ..,_J,�.SENIORS? '"�;����c Got a job yet? 
Yeah, I know, tough 
question! 
Well, how about an 
easier one? 
Hungry? Bamba? 
Good Answer!! 
1415 Fourth St. 
348-0911 
Open 11 a.m.­
After the Bars Close 
BURRITOs·,�s·BIG AS YOUR · · 
Return Your Books by May 6th 
TEXTBOOK RENTAL SERVICE 
Monday - thursday 8:00 a .m. to 8:00 p.m. 
Friday, May 5th 8:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. 
Saturday, ·May 6th 9:00 a.m. to 1 :00 p.m. 
DEADLINE 1:00 P.M. SATURDAY MAY.6 
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Internships still available fo;r students · HaPPY 22 Geeta ! 
By STEPHANIE LUCAS 
Staff writer 
It's not too late for students to get an 
internship for this summer. 
· 
· Although most students search for 
internships earlier in the year, there is 
still hope for late seekers, said Warren 
Kistner, associate director of the Career 
Planning and Placement Center. 
· However, the search for an internship 
is more of a challenge at this point in the 
year, he said; 
"They (students looking for an intern­
ship for this summer) should have already 
started, but that doesn't mean that there 
aren't any opportunities left," Kistner 
said. "It is imperative that they start 
immediately." 
· .  Officials in the four colleges say to get 
an internship you ·need to do the follow­
ing: Talk to your adviser or department 
intern coordinator, make a cover letter 
stating your purpose, make a resume and 
interview for the iµternship. 
Kistner also advises making follow-up 
contacts through phone calls and mail. 
Internships have provided students 
with a wide-variety of experience. Stu­
dents from Eastern have interned at 
newspapers, TV stations, hospitals, com­
mercial banks, investment firms· and 
stockbroker firms. Some students have 
even worked internships at�Disney Land. 
While these internships may be fun, 
they are also an important ingredient for 
success. . .  
Dan Crews, director of publicity and 
development for the College of Arts and 
Humanities, said internships are "one of 
the most important processes in the edu­
cational process." Students should seek 
the be!;;t internship experience possible, 
and a student's least concern should be 
whether or not the internship pays, he 
said. 
Tim Mason, associate professor of· eco­
nomics, said internships may not be very 
important academically; it depends on 
what the internship provides and whether 
· or not college credit can be awarded. 
Internships can be beneficial to stu­
dents in many ways. According to the offi­
cials, students can gain valuable experi­
· .. ence, make contacts, create a portfolio and 
alert employers to their skills. 
In addition, some companies hire 
interns for full-time jobs. Mason believes 
this gives employers a chance to see an 
employee's capabilities, sometimes at no 
cost. This intern experifi?nce can often land 
a student a job at the same company. 
Kistner said that employers often do not 
need to look for anyone else. If the ±nterri 
has proven the:inself, they are already 
trfilned to ¢lo the job. 
·· ·· 
Student cited fo1<��gal alcohol COJ!SUIDption 
By BRIAN HUCHEL -_._:,; 
Love, Kristy and 
Terra . Great Hat! 
Fun Summer Jobs 
0You're Hiredn 
Have a hot summer earning 
cold cash as a Remedy 
Temporary. Pick your job, 
name your hours, work close 
to home and make excellent 
wages. Many positions 
available: Secretary, Word 
and JENNIFER JOHNSON 
Staff writers 
Processor, Data Enl:ty, 
Receptionist, �lerk,al. !Support;. 
: ; . : .¢aij:9µ;€t:�f6Gt�h1��g(! 
· otfice8 for ·rui ·app0iritment: • 
Fox Valley to Oak Brook 708-369-3399 
Itasca/Schaumburg Area 708-250-4570 
Deerfield & No.Suburbs 708-509-3100 
An Eastern- student was cited earlier this week for illegal con­
. sumption of alcohol after he was caught allegedly defecating in 
the Library Quad. 
Jason P. Stipp, 19, of 203 Thomas Hall, was approached by ' . . 
campus police in the Library Quad at 12 :06 a.m. Smiday;,accord{ �00 block of Locust Street on charges of illegal consumpt10n of 
ing to a police report. _ . . · ._ ___ Alcohol. , 
Stipp was referred to the Judicial Board and issued a campus • Kevin Lester, 2 4, of 980 18th St., was arrested at 8:30 p.in. 
citation for illegal consumption of alcohol by an underaged indi- Friday at his tesiden.ce on charges of domestic battery. 
vidual. • Jennifer Jewel
l, 2 3, of Champaign, and Joseph Gallagher, 
The report said Stipp was ''highly intoxicated" as he was walk- 2 2 ,  · of St. Louis, were arrested at 1:20 a.m. Sunday on the 1400 
ing home from the bars. He allegedly told police he had to use block of Fourth Street on the charges of public possession of alco-
the restroom and that it was an emergency. hol. "-
. · 
In other police reports Thursday: . ., • Lashinda Clark, 20, of 2219 S. Ninth St., reported the wind-
Charleston police are mvestigating -� car burglary that took shield of her car damaged sometime between 12 :45 a.m. and 
place sometime Friday night or early Saturday. ; 1:50 p.m. Saturday in the resident's parking lot. 
· 
Jeremy Kau:ffinan, 23, of 153 Ford Hall, told police he parked Accordlng to the police report, there was a six-inch scratch on 
his convertible at 11:30 p.m. on the northwest corner of Fifth the upper-center portion of the windshield causing more than · 
Street and Monroe Avenue with--the top down. When he $300 in damage. 
: returned to his ,  car at La.m., he d:lscovered ·a J>ull-uut · co:rp.patt • 'l;'wo Eastern students reported-a :shattered plate ·glass win-
;· disc player, teii coiriprict\liscs. and.-'a jacliet Ilrfss�g'."Totai vrutle =·dowa'.t- t2·:20 a.�. Sunday in the northwest eiitrance ·stafrwell' of; ., 
of the items is $()00. · 
· 
. · 
· Thomas Hall. Damage was totaled at $106. . . 
The items had been placed in the .co�p�ment used to store •-D.eanna Helms, 2 1 ,  of Mattoon, reported her car was 
the vehicle's top. . '" scratched sometime between 10 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. Monday at 
• Kevin Nix, 2 0, of 305 Pi�rce St:, and Mark Fleming, 20, of 12 02 Lincoln Ave. 
307 Taylor Hall, were arrested at ·1 :14 a.m. Wednesday on the According to the police report, a two-inch scratch was found on the driver's side rear quarter panel causing $300 in damage. 
/';·' ' .-:#>" 5 
Niles 708-470-0970 
Downtown Chicago · 312-630-9090 . 
Stubby �rmel 
Don't. want n� 5hort 5hort man! · 
Happy .18th 6-Day 
lt1s One Of The Most Useful . Credit Cards On The 
/ 
/'
'
·
.
� Planet . Unless You've StolentfJt. Your MasterC0ard� is stolen, You panic, get ·:· 
-· 
/ /  \ 
-. . . ·· '-' 
ciu�t y, pctuic s�me .more. Then,_you call-and can;d it. Now the thief is in possession 
about seven cents worth ot. stolen plast1c. (Maybe he can use. it as a coaster when he 
entertains at the hideout.) So relax. You only have to pay for stuff you boughr, 
�and you can get a new card the next day� it'll be accepted at null1ons ot pla\,.c;,c, 
Qdl . \ ·, 
must sell wallets . 1VlasterC:ard. It's more' than a credit card. It's ,smart money.'t'M .. 
f· 
Business program 
offers experience 
By STACEY COHEN 
Staff writer 
Many g r a d u a t e  a n d  
u n d e r g r a d uate s t u d e n t s  
looking f o r  a way to gain 
more business experience 
could benefit by applying to 
Eastern's · M a s t e r s  in 
Business Ad ministration 
program. 
The MBA program helps 
those interested to develop 
business skills in d ealing 
with both national  a n d  
international governments 
for future careers. 
Mike Wilson, the coordi­
nator of graduate business 
·studies, said close to half of 
those currently enrolled do 
not have a background in 
bu_siness. However, they are 
i*!�position� -0f management 
a�P, · �.uir� :.furtJJ:er p,,:g,�i­
ness _ educa11on an.d'f.tna,�ge­
men t; they're desiri1fg t o  
have a b u s in e s s  b a c k ­
ground." 
Many of those who enter 
the · program have experi­
ence in fields such as engi­
neering, sociology, psycholo­
gy, nursing and health care. 
dents can start into a Phase 
One.  program before they 
gra duate or before they're 
c o m pletely  a d m it t e d  into 
the MBA program. 
He mentioned that once 
p e o p l e  c u rrently  are in 
business Phase One courses 
(such as industrial technol­
ogy or economics) graduate 
or quickly after that, they 
are able to start into the 
MBA program. 
Part of the curriculum is 
to include nine core classes 
and two electives. 
Wilson said the program 
"has a lot of emphasis on 
international business . "  It 
stretches to international 
students as well as thos-e 
from America. They o rigi- · 
nate from countries such as 
Ta iwan,  S p a i n ,  Chin a ,  
'l'hailand and South Africa. 
·� • . • ,�\as;t�tp. �'tHdent Marko 
GfiinH�geb; of Germany, ;is:' 
the president of the MBA 
Association. 
He said the international 
involvement helps to "get 
input from different views .. 
It's an advantage EIU has 
such a diversified program. "  · 
T h i s  s u m m e r  E a s t e r n  
will offer a n  international 
business seminar, open to 
all graduate students . .  This 
year is also the anniversary 
2BDR, 2Person 
Furnished & AC 
Low Utilities 
345-4489 
�� ----- -r- 21. 
WOOD REAL ESTATE 
INDEPENDENTLY OWNED 
AND OPERATED 
- 1 - 1 - 1 - 1 - 1 - 1 - · ....,,.,. ........... .......... .......... .......... ......... ........... 
ATTEITllll 
ALL SllCLE AIULTS AIE llVITEI 
Tl VIDEI PAITY AT T• 
ClllCI IF .IESH CHRIST IF LAT­
TEI DAY SAllTS IF MATTlll 
II APRIL ZI. JP•. 
Fii MORE llFllMATlll 
CALLl41-JJIC 
*FREE Pregnancy Tests 
*Accurate Information 
*Individual Attention 
*Strictly Confidential 
CPC of Eastern Illinois, Charleston, IL 
CALL 345-5000 
I 
y 
After Quak in  J th e Quad  
10 p.m. 
In the Rathskeller 
$1  w /ID • $3 General Admission . 
Habf: cu�=;;;ad·'·�·· ,. ·:!!:========C=a=m="=�=�=::=p:a;=··=·�=' =.�=,:=·"·:· =-·�=; ��:::�"::·""""='='=ll=i=i=�:!!· .  
The pro gram's curricu­
lum is in the process of an 
overhaul  a l l  o v e r  t h e  
nation. Wilson said they're 
"striving for an integrated 
approach to curriculum." 
Wilson said many stu-
collecting for sale 
By STACEY COHEN 
Staff Writer 
Anyone may donate used 
g o o d s  to  the p r o g r a m .  If 
interested, donors must call 
The Haiti Connection will any of the members to sign 
be collecting items for its up for a pick-up time. "Mugs 
annual "Mugs to Rugs" yard to Rugs " donations will be 
sale next fall to raise money taken from April 24 until 
for relief funds in Haiti and May 6. 
for other causes that may be The go o d s  d o nate d are 
short on funds. stored over the summer and 
Donna DeLay, co-chair of sold in the fall before stu­
"Mugs to Rugs," said this · dents start classes. Students 
year some of the money will JooJt!ilg for good13 may buy _ 
,g,9 ,to a sister c'o riimunity them used .  Members of -the ·�foh has. s,uffer.ed "destI'uc- community can participate !t'fbii becati�'i:i ''bf'\i- .h'tirricane actively as well. 
- a disaster relief program." "'Mugs to Rugs' has a suc-
" O ne perso n's junk is cessful history, Steger said. 
another person's treasure," "In the past we've made up 
said Co-Chair, L iz Steger. to $ 2, 000." 
"We urge people to help sup- To donate items, members 
port the cause and donate can be reached at the follow­
any used items that they ing numbers: Donna DeLay 
can:" at 58 1-2973; Liz Steger at 
She also m entioned 58 1-29 7 7 ;  Paul Hetzel at 
"Mugs to Rugs" is "probably 348-6364; o r  the Newman 
the most succes sful fun d Catholic  Cente r , at 348-
raiser we have." 0188. 
·. When your 
money's · 
running out, 
and the rent 
is coming due . . .  
Sel. l you. r stuff in The News' Classifieds! 
THEY WILL 
WORK FOR 
YOU!! 
TONIGHT: 
SPECIAL FREE 
CONCERT111 
SMARTALICE1 -
show Starts 9:30 
509 Van Buren 34� 2380 -
. student Appreciation Silt 
(April_ 28t' tbru May 6**') -
1/2 Price 
EASTERN T--SHIRTS 
SNOOPY DENIM SHIRTS 
"SELECTED" T-SHIRTS 
TANKS 
EASTERN T-SHIRTS 
SWEATSHIRTS 
TIES 
BELTS 
SWEATSHIRTS 
SHORTS 
SEWN - ONS 
WE APPRECIATE THE PAST 
P�I.RONAGE OF 
"EASTERN" STUDENTS . 
FACULTY AND STAFF 
"RUSSELL OU'I•t.ET STORE'' 
.. · I 
_  , -·-- - --.---
ALAMO 
STEAK HOUSE IE SAi.OOH 
Check Out Our New Entrees! 
1 00% Qual ity Satisfacti on 
Guaranteed 
· walker's 
BREAD 
24 Pack 
Cans 
. 
' 
. . th., rust• 1n c ,· 1 • · ···� • 
Pl.: . wi• 
(Cheese Only) Additional toppings only 
$1 .25 more each. 
2nd Pizza only 
$3.00 more • 
. EXPIRES: MAY. 20 1 995 
GOoo· ONLY AT THIS LOCAtlON 
• • • ·�, I • •" 
_ _:. ·' :  ." ' ··-.:: _;·· · . 
,:_:::,: . 
. 
. .r�1� .t _ : ' { �- �·i ·,.· � -"':. : ·· ( : - '.
· ... _ . , .  3· · . . ·4· . . · . . · ·s· . . . .: . .. t: .  ·· ·: ' r .6:it' . . . . /:2"'' < • · · ii fb
.
H" ... } 
Call for EIU's , ,  ' · ··. · · . ·. · .· . . - · · · 
Favorite Pizza! 677 Lincoln 
Ca 011 iO 
available at 
Eastside and 
Westside Locations 
1 2 1 nch · Size 
Open 6 am - 11 pm 
Red Baron · 
PIZZA 
Prarie Farms, Sour Cream or Franco American Gargoyles, Snookums, or 
Family Pak 
FRESH GROUND 
· BEEF 
LB. 
ONION DIP 
8 oz. 
Ctns. 
Carl Buddig CHIPPED MEATS 
$1 2.5 oz. . ,' . . ' Pkgs. .
SPAGHETTI-O'S 
2'$11 1 4.75 oz. : . Cans 
. Yoplait · 
CRUNCH . 
YOGURT . 
31 
7 oz. -
Ctns. 
1 5  oz. 
Cans 
• Open 24 Hours • Money Orders-39¢ • Food Stamps Accepted • Postage Stamps •Lotto • Coupons Accepted • Xerox Service • All Stores Now Accept ATM Debit Cards 
( SUP�R FOODS. (WESTSIDE SUPER SAVER]·· · (EASTSIDE SUPER MARKE°O 
200 WESTERN AVE. - MATTOON · 1 460 E. STREET - CHARLESTON • • 960 1 8TH ST. - CHARLESTON -. . . ' . 
( 56 • . YEARS . OF CUSTOMER CARE · ) 
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Ball to offer musical variety 
Secret Society, 
Jimmy Dorsey 
Orchestra will 
highlight 
Centennial Ball 
By MELISSA McCLAIN 
Activities editor 
· 
Modern and Big Band music 
from the 1 930s and '40s will 
highlight the Centennial Ball, 
which honors Eastern's lOOth 
anniversary. 
The Jimmy Dorsey Orch­
estra wi l l  perform Big Band 
songs while those who enjoy 
more modern musi.c can listen 
to the Springfield-based band 
"Secret Society." 
The ball will be from 7 to 11  
p.m. May 5 i n  the Grand Ball­
r�.o m  ofth<:i. JY.lartin  L uther  ��t��i�����\ . 
. 
�e��i£f��;·· 
and open to �tudent�, fa�ulty' ., 
and community residents. 
Both music groups will play 
throughout .the evening, and 
people may come and g o  as 
they please, said Bobbie Hilke, 
Centennial Coordinator. 
"We have tried to create an 
open-house atmosphere where 
people can feel free to go back 
and forth between the bands," 
· she said. 
"Secret Society" has been 
performing throughout Central 
Illinois for the past five years 
playing songs such as Queen's 
"Bohemian Rhapsody"  and 
other popula� hits. 
Photo Courtesy of Planning and Public Affairs Office 
The Springfield-based band "Secret Society" will offer a selection 
of moderen music at the Centennial Ball May 5.  The Jimmy 
Dorsey Orchestra will also be performing throughout the evening. 
"Secret Society plays Top 40, Dorsey Orchestra perform dif­
classic rock and a variety of ferent types of music from this 
popular music," said Nancy era, i n c l uding the music  o f  
Page, admi nistrative aid  f or Glen Miller, Benny Goodman, 
Vice President Stephen Falk in Jimmy and- Tommy Dorsey and 
Eastern's Institutional Advan- Harry James." 
cement Office. "People. who like Snacks will be served in the 
listening to Big Band music Union Bridge Lounge and non­
from the 1 930's and '4 0's will alcoholic  b e v e r a g e s  will b e  
the Jimniy · available in·,both;ballrooms .., 
,,;;t\;it· � ·.,:-.. ; ,::;;� ' i .i 1 l .�· · : : ' �·-' ':_ ,�_) • ., ) " •- -�-! - • ;  l"',.1.'. ' '•·· J.!. �. J..,.' .;. : \.• .),,� .' - �  
F E AT U R I N G  . . .  
The Band Aunt Joan  
Comed ia n  Geoff Brown 
10:00pm in the Rathske l ler 
The A lpha 3 Experience 
· S u mo Wrestl ing • H u ma n  Bowl ing  
Fu n Picts • Scavenger H u nt 
20ft. Pia no • BI NGO w/Celebrity Ca l lers 
Fraterna l Order of Pol ice Dunk i ng Booth 
FREE FOOD! !! · 
EVERYTHING FREE! ! 
The Daily Eastern News 
· 1an·1 pack your stutr 
The way this guys daine it! 
Pack it u p  ri_g ht . . .  
l,1;1r:·11�S: r·11 i · -�a. \l,I::'.: Ji •··"' . . ' '"· , >• • .<·<' •·•·• · ·. «·· .•• A .,y -.. <i .. · .•• ; • ·.-... .. ,.,.;; ; .·.M•·.i• 
754 each 
3 1  $2.00 
1 0  l $5.00 
Wh i le  supply lasts 
Student Publ ications Business Office BB 127 
Finals Weekend at 
c./ltarty's 
����� B E E F  lt"s a L....:. . ... 
WITH p· · • · t t ·ar y� 
MOZZA R E L LA "--�---' 
$3.49 
They're Back . . •  
��""' 
Saturday: :-
We&bott I 
EPJlf't40lt . 
, ·��·-.-
$J 9 Bottles 
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Ruins search continues 
Workers 
approaching 
Social Security 
Office 
OKLAHOMA CITY (AP) 
- The pace o f  work in the 
ruins of the federal building 
acce lerated Thu r s d ay, a s  
crews burrowed through the 
remains of a day care center 
toward a S o cial  Secu rity 
office thought to hold many 
victims. 
The pile of rubble in front 
o f  the  Alf re d  P. M u r rah 
building has  been reduced 
from three stories to one. 
Officials considered :releas­
ing two search-and-rescue 
teams f r o m  out of  town 
without calling in replace­
ments. 
"It  seems to be g o ing 
faster the lower we go," said 
Fire Chief Gary Marrs. 
The effort has passed a 
dubi ous m i l e s t o n e :  More  
people  have  been  f o u n d  
d e a d  t h a n  a r e  bel ieved 
missing in  the blast o f  a ter­
rorist bomb April 19. 
The d eath toll reached 
1 1 0, including 1 5  children, 
while the official count of 
the m i s sing stood  at 9 7, 
including five children. 
Those who live and work 
downtown were beginning 
to  i n ch toward n o r mal .  
Some businesses around the 
blast site have reopened -
some with plywood instead 
of windows. 
The Federal Emergency 
Management Agency began 
setting up a service center 
wher.e individuals and busi­
nesses can apply for recov­
ery g rants and loans. The 
center, in an old department 
store building, was expected 
to open by 9 a.m. Saturday, 
said Buddy Young, FEMA 
regional director. 
A total of 312 buildings 
had at least minor damage 
in the blast. 
Of them, 25 have struc­
tural damage and 10 col­
lapsed , said Public Works 
Director Paul Brum. 
In "the pit" at the center 
o f  the federal b uild i n g ,  
workers picked through pul­
verized concrete and twist­
ed steel ,  c a r rying  d e b ri s  
away b y  hand. They were in 
what used to be the second 
a n d  third f loor s ,  Hansen 
said, and trying to reach an 
a r e a  where  the Social  
Security office is believed to 
be. 
America's Kids day care 
center was on the second 
floor and the Social Security 
office was on the first. 
Wo rk speeded u p  for a 
variety of reasons, Hansen 
said. 
Wet or windy weather,  
which made life miserable 
for workers and threatened 
to dislodge tottering debris, 
gave way to sun n y  s k i e s  
Thursday. And after days of 
w o r k  to  s h o r e  up shaky 
debris with 4-by-4 timbers 
and steel beams, the patch­
work protective structures 
were  l a r g e l y  in place  s o  
workers could concentrate 
on hauling debris. 
"We still  have a lot  o f  
small  d e b ri s  t o  w o rk 
through.  This could very  
wel l  last  throughout  the 
w'eeke n d ," said Fire  
Department spokesman Jon 
Hansen. 
The effort was expected 
to last another week, said 
Ray Blakeney, a spokesman 
f o r  the state  Medical  
Examiner's Office. 
About 200 workers were 
on the job, half from the city 
Fire Department and half  
i n  out "o f - town c r e w s  o f  
about 50 members each that 
were organized by FEMA. 
Six such teams are in town; · �  
o f f i cials were considering 
sending two of  them home 
without calling in replace­
ment teams, Hansen said. 
Edgar to support Dole in '96 
WASHINGTON (AP) - Illinois Gov. Jim very flattered when Senator Dole mentioned 
Edgar will endorse Sen. Bob Dole for presi- mE:l, but I'll1,. �ot pa,.ck,ing m� }>a�s." Ed,g,ar 
,g�¥fa1�:,����o/� ftr��!'�r��I'f�1���¥i''ririir{T· ·�eb!:i��I!�:1��f�:f �r�0�1��:!� �i�di�t�1f' 
Kansas, was expected to travel to the state Edgar's support is expected to influence 
for the announcement, according to Dole other Republicans in Illinois and provide 
advisers and other GOP sources, speaking access to the governor's organizational and 
on condition of anonymity. fund-raising operations. 
Edgar has said he thought Dole would Last month, Illinois Secretary of State 
make an excellent president and that he George Ryan endorsed Sen. Phil Gramm of 
had greater name re cognition in Ill inois Texas but said he would go with Dole if 
than other Republ i can  challe ng e r s  to Gramm faded. State Treasurer Judy Baar 
President Clinton. Topinka also is in Gramm's camp. 
And Dole earlier this year mentioned State Comptroller Loleta Didrickson has 
Edgar as a possible contender for the No. 2 endorsed Dole, as has Rep. Ray LaHood, R­
spot on the ticket. Edgar replied : " I  was Peoria. 
Ji�!.!�,.��abazz� Farrakhan 
to appear together on stage 
NEW YORK (AP) - Even 
though she has accused him 
of involvement in her hus­
band's killing, Betty Sha­
bazz will appear  on stage 
with Nation of Islam leader 
Louis Farrakhan to raise 
money fo r her daughter's 
defense. 
Shabazz's daughter Qu­
bilah is charged with plot­
ting to kill Farrakhan, who 
has publicly said he believes 
the young woman is inno­
cent. 
The public display of soli­
darity, scheduled for May 6 
at the f a m o u s  Apollo 
Theater in Harlem, is all the 
more remarka ble because 
Betty Shabazz said last year 
that she blamed Farrakhan 
in part for the 1965 assassi­
n a ti on of h e r  h u s b a n d ,  
Malcolm X. 
"It is the first step in the 
beginning of a healing of a 
wound that has existed now 
for over 30 years that has 
affected both the families 
and the black community," 
Farrakhan's New York rep­
re sentat ive ,  Minister  
Conrad Mohamm a d  o f  
Mosque No.  7 in  Harlem, 
said Thursday. 
Mohammad said Fa r r ­
akhan a p p roached Betty 
Shabazz about holding the 
fund-raiser because he "felt 
it was the right thing to do." 
Betty Shabazz  did  not  
return calls for  comment 
Thursday. The Boston Globe 
reported that she had con­
firmed her participation in 
the Apollo Theater event but 
would not elaborate. 
Qu bilah Shabazz  has  
pleaded innocent to charges 
that she hired a hit man to 
�ill Farrakhan. Her trial is 
scheduled to begin Monday 
in Minnesota. Her lawyer, 
William Kunstler, conten.ds 
she was entrapped by a gov­
ernment informant. 
Malcolm X was assassi­
nated in . 1965 while speak­
ing at a New York City rally. 
Three Muslims were convict­
ed of the murder. 
Malcolm X had criticized 
Elij ah Muham m a d ,  the 
founder and spiritual leader 
of the Nation of Islam, and 
Farrakhan accused him of 
being a traitor. 
"Such a man as Malcolm 
is worthy of death," 
Farrakhan wrote in a news� 
paper article published three 
months before the assassina­
tion. 
Last year, Betty Shabazz 
was asked in a television 
interview . i f  she thQugh t 
Farrakhan had played a role 
in the murder. "Oh yes," she 
said . "Nobody  kept it .a  
secret.  It was a b adge  o f  
honor. Everybody talked 
. about it." 
Farrakhan later conceded 
that he had f ueled anti­
Malcolm sentiment. 
"Betty Shabazz never said 
that Farrakhan was a plot­
ter in the death of Malcolm," 
Far rakhan said . "But she 
said that Farrakhan helped 
to create the atmosphere. 
And that I can agree with." 
NEW TITLES 
$32!! / 2 days 
OLD TITLES 
$200 I 5 days 
" E A S T E R N ' S  
2 DAY 
R E N TA L  S T O R E "  
We rent VCR's 
This weeks new releases 
F O R R E S T  
G U M P  
H E R E  T O D A Y 
open 1 0am - 1 1 pm Sun-Thurs 1 0am-Midnight Fri. ,Sat. 
� 
/'; 'Sta.rt your�-
eekend at. 
-
� 
FINALS W EK 
BEGINS HERE! 
SATURDAY, APRIL 29TH 
1 1  a.m. to 1 a.m. 
HIGH NOON CLUB 
$3.00 Pitchers of 
;i Killians, Bud Lt. & Miller Lt. 1.. ,$J��O Bl99dy M�ry's . l�· 
�·�
�---���.�ew .or,�.� ··· ·T�· 1.�(�ro'�t\\ \�� - -�l:EH: ::�s:\ -.J.'.' 
�� .... ti'.�,r·w .. � .. � r"':;-� · • •  ·.� .. + ..... � •  
HOME,RUN 
WITH THESE 
WEEKEND 
SPECIALS AT 
111· /D!V'S· p: ·1:z·· /z·· ., ·A· \  -
, 
____ :,,,., �,, -- ,_ .. a. I ._ .. > . . . . . . : ... : =:· .. , -·· .-':. � . ,.. __ .°', 
•· Piu·· 1a �- -··· - ···-··· ······} 
CORNER OF 4TH &. LINCOLN 
345-2844 
DELNERY NOON TO CLOSE 
fC8�tw0-1ri8redienf_____ -t.-g�-sifii1e-f �8;�a1.;i1t" ___ l 
!Pizza &. Qt. of Coke Pizza &. Qt. of Coke ! 
! s92s ! 
I 
$]95 I 
: Exp. 5/5/95 Exp. 5/5/95 J 
L - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - J - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ---� r. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -------, 1Sm. Single Ingredient : Sm. Two Ingredient 1 
!Pizza &. Qt. of Coke J Pizza &. Qt. of Coke ! 
: $ l $695 : I 595 I I : Exp. 5/5/95 : ·Exp. 5/5/95 l 
L - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - � - - - - - - - J- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ---J 
Two Large Single Ingredient Pizzas $ 1 600 

1 1  
i ! : 1·.· 1 1  
I 
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I 
� ·  
I 
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Cubs hold first place 
CINCINNATI CAP) - The .replacement 
umpires reversed a critical call and Jose 
Hernandez had a shocking mental lapse. In the 
end, they all got it right. 
Hernandez singled home a pair of runs in the 
top of the 11th inning Thursday afternoon to 
give the Chicago Cubs a 6-5 victory and two­
game sweep of the Cincinnati Reds. 
A crowd well under the announced figure of 
17, 702 saw four errors, a reversed call that gave 
Cincinnati its trying run, and a lapse by 
Hernandez that nearly gave the Reds the game. 
"A lot of things happened," said Jim 
Riggleman, now 2-0 as the Cubs manager. 
"There were a lot of funny plays out there." Two 
in particular stood out. 
The first was the reversal, which came with 
the Cubs up 4-3 in the bottom of the sixth. Hal 
Morris was on third with two out when Bret 
Boone groi:inded to shortstop Shawon Dunston. 
The throw to first bounced and Mark Grace 
bobbled it as Boone crossed the base and Morris 
reached home. But first-base umpire Bob 
Hernandez called Boone out. 
After an argument from Morris and manager 
Davey Johnson, Hernandez consulted home 
plate umpire Larry Randall and reversed the 
call, leaving Boone safe and the score tied. The 
Cubs then argued for several minutes. 
Afterward, the Cubs admitted the umpires 
got it right. 
· 
"I bobbled the ball," Grace said. "The Reds 
deserved the run. I tried to fake it as much as 
possible." 
Dunston wound up with an error on the play; 
one of three by the Cubs. 
Hernandez, a late-inning defensive replace­
ment at third base, nearly gave it away when 
Reggie Sanders grounded to him with runners 
on second and third and two out in the 10th. 
Hernandez looked to second base initially for a 
force play, realized there was no potential force 
at second, then gunned the ball to Grace to get 
Sanders on a close play. 
Pale hose lose, fall to 0-2 
CHICAGO (AP) - Mil­
waukee pounded Chicago for a 
second straight game Thurs­
day night, getting a 9-4 victory 
before the smallest crowd for a 
White Sox home opener in 13 
years. 
also got excited in the seventh 
when Tim Raines and Frank 
Thomas hit back-to-back two­
out homers off Mike Ignasiak, 
but by then the outcome was a 
foregone conclusion. 
Matt Mieske hit a 3-0 pitch 
from Joe DeLeon for an RBI 
single that put Milwaukee 
ahead 3-1 in the sixth when 
the Brewers sent 11 batters to 
the plate. 
Fans stayed away despite 
ticket prices that were reduced 
50-75 percent and cost just $2 
to $8. The paid attendance was 
31,073, the smallest for a home 
opener since 1982, and there 
appeared to be a few thousand 
no-shows. Last year, the White 
Sox drew 42,890 for their home 
opener against Boston. 
John Jaha, who hit a grand 
slam in the season opener, had 
two doubles and scored twice. 
Cal Eldred ( 1-0) allowed four 
hits in five innings in· an 80-
pitch outing. Jim Abbott (0-1) 
allowed just two runs on a 
three hits in 4 1-3 innings but 
gave up four walks in his 
White Sox debut. 
Fernando Vina's bunt single . 
made it 4-1, Darryl Hamilton 
got a bases loaded walk for a 
four-run cushion, Kevin 
Seitzer's grounder up the mid­
dle hit the bag for a two-run 
single and Greg Vaughn fol­
lowed with another run-scoring 
hit. 
Pat Listach drove in Mil­
waukee's first run with an 
infield out in the third. The crowd did manage some 
noise, booing at the home team 
i:n .. the sixth inning when the · 
Brewers scored six runs. They 
Milwaukee's Joe Oliver dou­
bled in the go-ahead run in the 
fourth immediately after the 
Brewers had a run cut down on 
a disputed play at the plate. 
Robin Ventura homered in 
the eig)J.th for Chicago's fi:n,ali" 
run. 
Phillies tackle Cardinals, 6-2 
ST. LOUIS (AP) - The Philadelphia Phillies' 
offense produced again.· This time, so did their 
relievers. 
Darren Daulton drove in three runs, and 
Dave Hollins had three hits and an RBI in a 6-
2 victory over the St. Louis Cardinals before 
another disappointing crowd. The Phillies also 
scored six runs on opening night, but blew a 
five-run lead in a 7-6 loss. 
"We've got some good young arms," Gregg 
Jefferies said. 
"People are coming down on our pitching a 
little bit, but that's fine with us. I think people 
will be in for a surprise." 
Winning pitcher D avid West lasted five 
innings, allowing two runs on six hits. Rookie 
Ricky Bottalico allowed three hits in 2 2-3 
innings, Gene Harris retired pinch hitter John 
Mabry with the bases loaded for the last out in 
the eighth and Heathcliff Slocumb worked the 
ninth. 
Phillies manager Jim Fregosi said that's the 
way it's going to be for a while. 
"Our starters are in the dead-arm stage of 
spring training," Fregosi said. "Our bullpen is 
going to have a lot ofpressure on it for the next 
few weeks until our starters get in shape." 
The offense, on the other hand, was expect­
ed. 
Daulton had a run-scoring groundout .in the 
sixth, and his two-run double off Tony Fossas 
in the seventh put Philadelphia ahead 6-2. 
Hollins had an RBI single in the first, doubled 
and scored in the fourth and sixth, and walked 
and scored in the seventh. 
Jefferies added two hits and scored three 
times for the Phillies, although he had an 
interesting day in left field - where he's play­
ing for the first time. Jefferies misplayed a 
warning-track fly ball by Jose Oquendo into a 
ground-rule RBI double and snared a couple of 
other line drives at the last second. ' 
"I feel OK in left," Jefferies said. "I don't 
think I was horrendous out there." 
Eh hoser, Jays might call U.S. home 
TORONTO (AP) - The Toronto Blue Jays 
may have to play in the United States if 
replacement . umpires can't work at Sky Dome, . 
a lawyer for baseball's owners said Thursday. 
Gordon Kirke told a three-man Ontario 
Labor Relations B oard p anel that if it  
prohibits replacements from working in the 
province, then the Blue Jays would have to 
"seriously consider" playing their home games 
elsewhere. 
"That could be the likely result," he said. 
"That's not meant to be a threat, but a practi­
cality." 
When owners planned to use replacement 
players, .Toronto prepared to play its home 
games at Dunedin, Fla., the Blue Jays' spring 
training site. 
The locked-out umpires want replacements 
barred from Sky Dome · under the provincial 
law prohibiting replacement workers. 
Baseball lawyers say the law doesn't apply 
because umpires aren't e mployed by a 
Cap,a.di�n. �pw,pan��-·pµ� • .  ]:)y tl!l3 . •  �Wf'l!�J.i:�!l. 
League, an unincorporated association based 
in New York. 
The labor board recessed the two-day hear­
ing without issuing a decision. Chairman Rick 
MacDowell didn't give any indication as to 
when a ruling will come. 
Umpires have been locked out since Jan. 1 
by owners, and replacements have worked all 
games, including Toronto's first two games at 
the SkyDome. 
On Thursday at Cincinnati, first-base 
umpire Bob Hernandez called Bret Boone out 
on a grounder, then reversed the call after 
consulting .with home plate umpire Larry 
Randall, who worked the 1992 College World 
Series. The change allowed Hal Morris to 
score, tying the game 4-4. 
"l bobbled the ball," Cubs first baseman 
Mark Grace said. 
· 
"The Reds deserved the run. I tried to fake 
it as  much a s  possible." Cincinnati also 
argued in the 10th when Reggie Sanders was 
. tJ.-µ:9� oµt �tJirst Qn a..clos� pl�y .. 
No Plan& For 
Ute Week.end?? 
Could you use some extra 
cash?? Let Western Staff 
Services put you to work! ! lots 
of Weekend Work available. 
Assemblers, production line 
workers, telemarkaters, 
and stockers. 
Charleston: 700 W.Lincoln 
345-2553, Mon·l'ri 8:00am- 5:00pm 
Mattoon; 1524 Lakeland Blvd. 
235-2553, Mon· Fri 7:00am-9:00pm 
Sat: 8:00am· 12:00pm 
18.l. 
,,,,,,......, ........... ............ ........... """ .......... ........... . _ 1 _ 1 _ . _ , _ , _ 1 _  
3BDR.,3Person 
Economical 
Furnished & AC 
345-4489 5;.oon 
------- ."21. 
WOOD REAL 
INDEPEND ENTLY 
AND OPERA 
345-2466�i'p 
Located at 405 Lincoln Joey's Dogs 
At Joey's all dogs get chips, reg. or BBQ your choice! 
Served on our freshly baked Hot Dog Buns 
Chicago Dog - mustard, ketchup, pickle, onion, relish. 
tomato and celery salt • 
yes, all dogs get chips .............................. -....... $1.99 
Double Dog -just like Chicago, but two dogs in one bun 
-CRAZY ........ ................................................. ..... $2.39 
Cheese Dog--<!ame great dog & bun smothered in ched· · 
dar cheese - WOW! ........................... .......... ......... $2.09 
Chili Dog..with heaping pile of chili con came-
GREAT .................................................................. $2.09 
Honey dipped Com Dog- Wowl! .......................... $1.29 
Cheese & Chili Dog-Pile of chili on top of our great dogs 
then smothered in cheddar cheese-
Wow! What a loadl ...................... --................... $2.39 
Side Orders-all fried in 100% unsaturated 
canola oil 
Chips • Reg. or BBQ .................................. .............. 65 
Mozzarella Slick!HI you need red sauce, just ask (no 
charge) •• -......................................................... $2.75 
Beer Satter Onion Rings .................. .................. $1.49 
Sweet Delights 
Homemade Brownies - The Best!!! ....................... • 79 
20 oz. Drinks ................................ .......................... . 79 
Iced Tea • Coke • Sprite • Diel Pepsi • 7 up 
All Prices subject to Sales Tax 
INTRODUCING • • • •  
A few but great Deli Sandwiches 
Turkey & Provolone • Beef & Provolone • Ham & Provolone -cheese & Cheese, ( 
American Cheese and Provolone Cheese, for those who like to smile). What's on 'em? 
Lettuce, Tomato & Hellmans the real stuff! Placed on our trench bread that's baked here in 
our bakery (Same place as our homemade Brownies). All for 1he low price of $2.99 + tax! 
Italian Beef-dell thin sliced beef, cooked in our Italian 
slow simmering sauce with hot peppers on the side-
Just like Mamma's! ....... .--................................... $3.29 
Italian Sausage-spicy sausage cooked over our char· 
broil grill by chef Mark to peitection- awesomel ....... $2.49 
Combo Beef & Sausage • same greal beef & sauce with 
an added kick, a grtil sausage for one of Iha best sand-
wiches here .............................................................. $3.59 
Philly Cheese Steak • a 4 oz. beef steak grilled wilh 
onions & sweet peppers !hen covered with provolone 
cheese · 
the next best thing to visiting PhHly • Yol ............. $3.59 
�:�� �'.�.�--��.'..�.�--�'.'.�--�����-��-���-: 
Polish Sausage • not tor the faint-hearted • a giant, litely 
smoked. sausage grilled oyer open ll�_mes then .served 
with your choice of topping on our home made trench 
bread ........................ ................................................ $2.89 
Meatball Deluxe · 4, Yes 4! 1oz. meal balls stuffed on 
our home made bread, suffocated in our Grandma·Slyle 
marinara red sauce ........................ _,.;. .. ;.. ...... , ...... $2.69 
Gyro • A combo of lamb & beef served on a hand 
stretched pita bread, topped with home made cucumber 
sauce, tomatoes and onion ·the best gyros 
in central Illinois ...................... .......... -.............. .$3.29 
Grllted Chicken • a Mghtly marinated whole chicken 
breast (Not Chucked and formed) grilled on char-broil griH 
topped with mayo, tomato and lettuce ·served on our 
fresh baked buns .................... ;_ ............ -....... -... $2.49 
Better Beef make Better Burgers · Oura Is the Bestl -
our beef is all beef • no Hiler and cooked as you order, 
over the open name of char-broil grill, served on our 
made·here oven buns · topped w�h mustard, ketchup. 
pickle, onions, mayo, and tomato • no extra charge: 
Single Hamburger ....................................... .......... .$1.TII 
Double Hamburger .....
.
... , .................... ..,. ............... $2.TII{': 
Cheeseburger .. � ........................... � ....... ............... $1.99. 
Double Cheese Burger ............................... .......... $3.29 
SANDIA BULLOCK 
while �- • 
Wei:e Sleepin&t 
Fri & Sat 5:00, 7:15, & 930 Sat & Sun Mat. 2:15 
Sun� Thurs. 5:00 7:1 5 
Sat & Sun Mat. 1 :30 
Sun- Thurs 4:1 5, 7;00 
A•oer1-
M•VI1'-··• 
Fri & Sat 5:00, 6:45, & 8:45 Sat & Sun Mat. 1 :OO, 3:00 
Sun- Thurs. 5:00 6:45 
· 
Ji I llTI 
... .... .. 
Fri .& Sat 5 :1 5, 7: 15, & 9 : 15  Sat & Sun Mat. 1 :1 5, 3: 15 
Sun- Thurs. 5 : 15, 7: 1 5  
Vi l la�e of t�e Damne� (RJ 
Fri & Sat 4:45, 7:00 , 9:30 Sat & Sun Mat. 2:00 
.. . Su11-
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Baseball team prefers happy news 
Schmitz' Panthers 
looking for ways 
to silence critics 
erence) record on the season. 
Schmitz' club has made great 
strides this season, coming off a rela­
, tively lackluster season in: 1994 in 
which the squad posted a 24-24 (14-8 
Mid-Con) record. 
·Schmitz believes the Panthers will 
likely square off with Notre Dame 
again if Eastern wins the conference 
tournament. 
"This weekend's games with 
Western will be important for us," 
Schmitz said. "Not only did we have 
the goal of getting into the tourna­
ment, but we also wanted to host it." 
earned run average at 1.88 heading 
into Thursday's game, also putting 
him second in the Mid-Con in that · 
category. 
.
. \ . 
· In just his first)season as head 
coach, Schmitz said he has been very 
pleased with the way the team has 
responded throughout the year. By MA.TT ERICKSON 
Staff writer 
When Jim Schmitz took over as 
head coach of Eastern's baseball team 
last fall, he said it was one of the 
more "negative" programs he had 
worked with. ' 
Now, the Panthers are leading the 
Mid-Con's West Division, and Schmitz 
feels that the team has been doing 
what it takes to give the Panthers 
success in the Mid-Con conference 
tournament. 
"From what I understand, we're a 
few games ahead of Western Illinois, 
with about six games to p lay," 
Schmitz said. "I told the players going 
into the Notre Dame game that they 
should take a good look, because we 
just may see them again in a couple of 
weeks." 
The winner of the Mid-Con's East 
Division hosts the conference tourna­
ment this year. Right now, that team 
appears to be Eastern. 
Schmitz said that he feels the key 
to the Panthers turnaround this sea­
son has . been the players' acceptance 
of their roles. He believes this has 
helped the Panthers :i:ri achieving indi­
vidual successes. 
"We made a l ot of changes from 
previous years," Schmitz said. "We've 
played guys in positions they normal­
ly wouldn't play. We moved Melesio 
Salazar to second b�e after he has 
played shortstop his whole college 
career. 
''When I came in, the players said, 
'Coach, it's terrible here.  All the 
media does is rip on us every game,'" 
Schmitz said. 
"I just told them, 'Hey - if you don't 
give them anything negative to write 
about, they'll write positively.'" 
The Panthers traveled. to South 
Bend, Ind., on Thursday for a contest 
with Notre Dame. Unfortunately,. 
Eastern saw its non-conference record 
drop to 13-11 with a 9-3 loss to the 
Fighting Irish. 
"Take a guy like Willy Hilton," 
Schmitz said. "He came into the sea­
son expecting to be a starter. I went to 
Willy and asked him to take the job of 
our reliever, and he's really been our 
go-to guy down the stretch." 
"These players could have come 
into the season with an attitude of, 'I 
don't want to put up with this new 
guy changing things all around,' buti 
they've been really accepting and that 
is one of the things that got us here." 
The Panthers wrap up regular sea­
son play with games against Western 
Illinois, Chicago State, and Valparaiso 
before the Mid-Con Tournament May 
11-14. 
This philosophy of always carrying 
positive attitudes into games has 
helped bring the Panthers to their 24-
13 (11-3 in the Mid-Continent Conf- · Hilton leads the Panther s  in 
Pistons to tab Collins coach Tennis ____ . .... __ _ 
AUBURN HILLS, Mich. (AP) Perhaps 
he learned from his rocky relationship with 
Michael Jordan. Maybe the bond he has 
with Calvin Hill, Grant's father, will prevent 
any such rift with another rising NBA star. 
At any rate, the Detroit Pistons certainly 
hope so. Because, ready or not, they are 
committed to Doug Collins. He's brash, but 
Pistons president Tom Wilson also thinks 
Collins is brilliant. 
C�llins inherited a Chicago Bulls team 
that finished 30�52 under Stan Albeck: and 
led them into the NBA playoffs three 
straight years. The hope is that he can per-
fo��7��it�'h t���J� 
He is competitive, almost to a fault. And he 
is a proven winner. 
"Doug is a brilliant guy," Wilson s aid 
Wednesday. "And it's not just basketball bril­
liance. He is truly bright. He is a tireless 
person. He has a high energy level." 
The 43-year-0ld Collins is expected to be Fri p 6A 
announced as the Pistons' new coach at a 
• om rige 1 
news conference Saturday. Don Chaney was matches begin and they vote on 
fired Wednesday. Collins reportedly will what each team should be seeded, 
receive a five-year contract worth $6.5 mil- decided by such factors as head to 
lion. head competition, common oppo-
Speaking Wednesday night on TNT, nents, strength of schedule and 
Collins danced around the issue. "There's win-loss record. 
been nothing finalized," he said "Right now, Eastern is going to be vying for 
we're just talking." 
· the No. 1 seed, along with Western 
Collins, a native of Benton, ID., was a star I1linois University, and Troy State 
at Illinois State. University. Eastern's record this 
He was coached by Will Robinson, now a season against Western is 0-2, as 
Detroit scout. Collins still holds the school they were defeated in the fall sea­��.tjp._$ reconlwth 2,�. points, ,av:eragirig .".son, ascwell:as.in.the spring,· by: 
29'.lj)oints per game . . . · c · ' ·  • ·· • ··• · ·  score of 4-3. · · .· • · · · 
He was a starter on the 1 972 U.S. Eastern has never faced Troy 
Olympic team that lost the controversial State, but they do have an indirect 
gold-medal game to the Soviet Union; It was win over them, due to Eastern's 
Collins who sank two free throws in the victory over Morehead State 
final seconds that many felt had put the University and Troy State's losing 
U.S. in the lead for good. to Morehead State earlier this sea-
son. 
New York whips Cavs in first round 
NEW YORK (AP) - The New York defensive average of89.8. 
Head coach Rosie Kramarski 
considers both Troy State and 
Western Illinois to b e  tough 
competition, adding that, "it's 
going to be a real battle for who 
gets the No. 1 seed, as well as in 
the match itself". 
Knicks foiled the Cleveland Cavaliers' walk- But the Cavs' biggest concern has to be at 
the-ball defensive strategy Thursday night, the offensive end, where they managed an 
running away with the opener of their NBA average of just 90.5 points. 
playoff series. Reserves Danny Ferry an.g. Tony 
The Cavs, who scored the fewest points Campbell were the only Clevelmi.dJplayers 
and gave up the fewest in the NBXs last 4Q in double figures with 20 and 13 points, 
years, stayed in the game for. one perio<\ respectively. Mark Price, slowed by an 
before the Knicks took control with 15-0 and. \ inflamed tendon in his left foot, finished 
18-2 spurts on the way to a 103-79 victory. with six points on 1-fo:r-6 shooti:Q.g. 
Cleveland missed 26 of 37 shots in the sec� Game 2 will be played Saturday at 
ond and third periods when New York Madison Square Garden before the best-of-5 
turned the game into a rout. series moves to Cleveland on Monday night. 
Patrick Ewing scored 21 points, Charles The Cavs, who trailed by as many as 16 
Oakley 19, Derek Harper 16 and Charles points in the second quarter, closed to 51-45 
Smith 14 for the Knicks, whose 95,1 points in the third period before Harper scored 
allowed per game inthe regular season was nine points during the 18-2 burst that made 
a distant second in the NBA to Cleveland's it 69-47 with 2:45 left. 
The overall record for Eastern 
this season is 14-6, and in confer­
ence matches,  they are 5-2, with 
their only losses goirig to Western 
Illinois. They were victorious over 
Valparaiso University, Chicago 
State University, Northeastern 
Illinois University, and the Un­
iversity of New York at .Buffalo. 
According to Kramarski, the 
team's main goal for the tourna­
ment is to improve on last year's 
appearance, and included in that 
goal is winning the conference title. 
Kramarski considers her team 
well-rounded and in terms of 
preparing for conference, she 
believe that preparation began at 
the beginning of the season, by 
learning from the i,tlatches they 
have played throughout the sea­
son. She believes they have bene­
fited from playing various non-cond 
ference teams, including teams 
they played over the spring break. 
"Overall, the team has gained a 
lot of confidence winning against 
:some <big teams ddvl:tt. southi 
including Morehead · State and. 
Buffalo, and the indirect win ove:( 
Troy State also increases our confi­
dence in our ability to win," said 
Kramarski. 
With the team's radical turn­
around from last year, Kramarsld 
as new coach seems to be indica; 
tive of their success. She felt she 
provided them with motivatioll 
and a new desire to succeed, and 
their success in conference por· . 
trays that. She also believes that 
the talent was always there, bul 1 
there was no one to properly moti· • 
vate or trairi them. 
"As a coach, I believe they need.' 
ed somebody . . tlJ . come . in . 
an4 
believe in them, and I providet:i 
them with a str\lcturedipractfo� 
and provided motivation and the;i 
responded enthusiastically," saic.1 
Kramarski. ! 
''With the new success the men'EI 
team has . achieved, it only seemE' 
logical that they would be shootin{ 
for a conference title," addec l  
Kramarski. 
EASTERN ILLI N O I S  STUD ENTS 
Present Your Eastern Illinois Univ. 
· I .. D. card and get your second 
set ofprints for only 
WALMART SUPERCENTER 
Mattoon, IL (2 1 7) 235-6773 
�, PHOTO COURTESY OF EASTERN SPORTS INFORMATION DEPARTMENT 
lV<:l-nPY: Kassebaum {far left) returned to Eastern in 1987 as an ?-5sistan� coa�h for the 
women's basketball team. Also shown in the photo are Deanna DAbbraccw (middle) and 
Barbara Hilke, for whom Kassebaum played basketball and softball from 1 9�9-83. 
Kassebaum earned All-American honors in both sports . and is the only woman m the 
Eastern Athletic Hall of Fame. She recently was honored during the unveiling of a statue 
in front of the Lantz Building bearing her basketball uniform number. 
Big _________ _ 
t From Page J 6A 
She is E astern's most prolific scorer in 
women's basketball history, scoring a .  career 
1,865 career points. She also holds the record 
for most career assists (71 1) and steals (495). 
She was a three-time all state and two-time all­
Midwest Selection. 
regards for both coaches - for being the coaches 
they were and helping her become the player 
she was. 
"I have a great deal of respect for both of 
them." Kassebaum. I am very fortunate to have 
been involved with them and the Eastern ath­
letic program." 
She helped the Lady Panther basketball A return to glory 
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team to the quarterfinals of the 198 1 Ass-
_ 
ociatio:p. of Interc9Uewte :Athl,e_t.ei;;, ,for Wollllil,l,\'f! c,i' Jfussebailimreturned to; �a,§tern:ir/. .. 19.87; as. a, ... _;. Di�s:lon it natio:nai touniame:p.t and three oon- -· graduate stu&lrit,' entering" the cardiac rehabili­
secutive state titles. 
-
tation program. And, to her surprise, she would I In softball, she was the s�ate's _most v�uable find herself back in. athletics, coaching along player at shortstop her semor year. She is _sec- side a couple of old friends. 
II 
_·--- - ·WRaNG.Ll:ft __ , - ­
RoAsT - -BEEF 
ond in career stolen bases (35), third in runs Hilke and D'Abbraccio invited her to join the 
(79). She competed in 1980, but statistics aren't women's basketball staff as a graduate assis­
available from that season. Her 24 stolen bases tant coach for the 1987-88 season. And as suc­
in 1982 is the most thefts in a single season. cess followed her during her playing days at 
The 1982 the softball squad finished 45-8, the Eastern, it continued during the basketball 
best record for any athletic team in Eastern his- champaign that season. 
tory and finished third in the AIAW Division II The women's basketball program went 22-8 
College World Series in 1982 - accomplished by and reach1ad the NCAA Division I Tournament 
a 1-0, 21-inning victory over Portland State. for the first time in school history. It was the 
Kassebaum was named to the all-World Series second time a women's team reached a national 
team. tournament - and Kassebaum was a part of 
She was also the first female academic All- both teams. 
American at Eastern. . _ _ _  "It meant a lot to me that the coaches wanted 
Eastern sports press gµidei> call J:ier tli� mo!'t . me back," she said. "To be able to be on the hon,ore(ffemaie'athJ,ete;in the.history o:fthe.ulli- other side with them, two people that I do have 
�ei&iiY,: �Kas$� _6aum: -- liowever, said she was the utmost respect for. It just meant a lot to be 
n-;wer'e:Xpeeting honors when she was involved able to come back to Eastern. 
in athletics. ''And it was nice to be able to do this (making 
"I wasn't expecting any honors at all," she the NCAA Tournament) because I suffered a 
said. "You're just living day by day, at - that knee injury my senior season, and our basket, -
point." ball team was never able to really reach the 
Reflections from a pair of coaches goals that we set that season." 
Life after Eastern 
In 1979, D'Abbraccio, Hilke and _Kassebaum 
all came to Eastern. It would be the beginning - She completed the graduate program in car­
of a great friendship between the three - and · diac rehabilitation in 1988 and has continued in 
the women's athletic program began to take that career. 
shape in this era. Athletically, Kassebaum earned a silver 
Hilke (head coach from 1979�1989) remem- medal in team handball at the Olympic Sports 
hers Kassebaum as a player who caused her Festival in 1987. Today, she says that she tries 
teammates to play at a higher level. to stay as active as possible in athletics -
"She is · and was extremely challenged by life though she sometimes finds it hard. 
as a player," she said. "She is a commitment to 'The basketball opportunities aren't there too 
excellence. She made everyone around her bet, much," She said. "Up to two years ago, I was on 
ter. She's one of those players whose toughness a league. I'm· doing a lot of youth coaching in 
made you not give up in a tough game. softball. So I'm keeping involved." 
"And she was a great leader by being able to Kassebaum hopes that students, when look-
tactfully tell you 'You need to pick you game up.' ing at the sculpture - a symbol t.o women's ath­
People want to follow a player like that." letics at Eastern - are · challenged to excellence 
D'Abbraccio, who coached her in both sports, in whatever realm they choose to eXpress them-
also saw motivation as one of her strengths. selves. 
"Nancy was a remarkable person to work But being a team player, as she is on her cur-
with as a player, in the player-coach relation- rent job, is what Kassebaum wants to be 
ship," she said. "She's just a great individual. remembered as, even though the statue is rep­
She strongly motivated all of her teammates resenting her as an individual. 
and the team. She is driven to excellence, and "Obviously, I know I couldn't have achieved 
the statue is a great tribute to her." what I did without the help of the coaches - and 
Kassebaum has nothing but the highest the excellent teammates I had." 
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Oh, right there 
Eastern softbaU plnyer Emily Stcu:key t.akes batting_ Rr-0et;4:e, �jore .. «-ie WEfc4ful �r '?i catcfter and head coach Beth Perine dwing practtce Thursday at WUllams Ffel.d. The regular softball season comes to a dose with dOwleheaders t6i::ll:aj at AA:jrtJilihsterrt d11d 81..Lhl:ftty tit Wllpruutso. 
Don't miss the exciting conclusion 
Weekend contests 
mark end of 1 995 
softball campaign 
doubleheader at Valparaiso on Sunday. 
Eastern is 4-0 against Valpo this season 
and 2-0 against Northeastern. 
between Troy State (3-1), Youngst.own 
State (3-3) and Central Connecticut 
State (1-5). 
BJ AN'l'BONY NASELLA 
smft' wrtter 
Eastern softball coach Beth Perine 
said that her softball team is in charge 
of its own destiny as it concludes its reg­
ular season and is close t.o clinching a 
spot in the Mid-Continent Conference 
1burnament. 
In the West Division of the confer­
ence, Eastern bas a solid hold on second 
place. Northeastern is in third with a 4-
8 mark. Both teams had four games t.o 
go, so a combination of an Eastern win 
and a Northeastern loss will clinch the 
Panthers the spot. 
If the Panthers take control, they will 
do it without the services of two players 
who have made up right field all sea­
son. 
Sophomore Terri Creydt (.326, 13 
runs batted in) had surgery on her 
injured right finger and is out for the 
rest of the season. Sophomore Kathy 
Smith will be out of the rest of the sea­
son with a shoulder injury. 
The Panthers (25-22, 8-4) close up 
the regular season with a pair of games 
at Northeastern Illinois on Friday and a 
"I think we are exactly where we 
should be in terms of place," Perine 
said. "And it will be in our hands what 
we do from here. We've played hard and 
worked through much this season. 
We've really been coming t.ogether late­
ly and we plan t.o take control." 
Despite the injuries, Perine bas been 
pleased with players being able t.o step 
up and perform. 
In the East Division, DePaul is on top 
(9-1). Second place is being battled 
"The players really are (stepping 
up)," she said. "Bridget Ward has been 
playing good outfield and has really 
The Nancy Kassebaum Story 
Woman behind the statue 
made big news on campus 
By ANTHONY NASELLA a statue bearing her basket-
Staff wrtter ball number. 
But she said those chal-
It's true that Nancy lenges and successes in her 
Kassebaum, Eastern's first athletic career, just lately, 
and only woman inducted have been a topic in her 
into the Eastern Athletic daily cardiac rehabilitation 
Hall of Fame, was chal- job at St. Elizabeth's Hos­
lenged in her four-year pital in her hometown of 
career at Eastern - setting a Belleville. 
standard that no female ath- "I was just discussing with 
lete has quite reached. some patients at the hospit.al 
Her coaches while at 
Eastern - Bobbie Hilke (her 
head basketball coach) and 
Deanna D'Abbraccio (her 
head softball coach and 
assistant basketball coach) -
had no doubt that Kasse­
baum, and the example that 
she would set, would contin­
ue in every aspect of her ath­
letic and professional career. 
When it all began 
According t.o Hilke, there 
weren't many scholarships 
being offered to females in 
1979, when Kassebaum 
graduated from Belleville 
East High School. But 
Kassebaum had around 40 
scholarship offers from col­
leges around the country. 
lege, so she hid all of her 
scholarship offers. But it was 
a friend from home which 
turned Kassebaum t.o East­
ern. 
"A friend of hers from 
home came here t.o Eastern, 
so that was more security for . 
her," Hilke said. "But she 
could have played in sports 
at any college in the country. 
She was that good." 
But what lied ahead, even 
Kassebaum couldn't have . 
expected. 
Hall of fame numbers 
What makes a hall of 
fame player? Kassebaum's 
statistics, accomplishments 
and honors seem t.o answer 
that question without ques­
started hitting the ball It's nice t.o see 
her getting some good at bats. 
"Jamie Skerski bas done such a great 
job going t.o third base from right field. 
That's really difficult t.o do. It's exciting 
that even though we had some critical 
injuries, this team has really hung 
t.ogether. Thefve supported each other 
and stepped up." 
Perine said that the team bas t.o con­
centrate on the weekend games, know­
ing that they can't take their certain 
spot in the t.ournament for granted. 
"We have t.o concentrate in doing well 
t.omorrow and Sunday, working bard at 
the plate," she said. "Our defense good 
and our pitching is solid. If we just con­
tinue t.o hit, as we did in the second 
game yesterday, we'll do a great job." 
Tertnis team 
in Missouri 
for invitational 
.,. DOMCA aur 
Statf Wrlt.er 
't'he man's t.ennia team heads to 
Missouri this weekend for the Mid­
Continent Conference Champ­
iomhipe, haated by the UnWersity 
of Missouri-Kansas City. 
Considering its 7th place finish 
last year at the tournament, this 
year's team is looking to hnprove 
upon that finish, with one of the 
team's goals including capturing 
the conference crown. 
Althoulh Eastern bas one of the 
top recorda in the conference. they 
me not eeedecl going into the con­
fetenoe; � the  coaches pther 
together the ni1ht before the 
Kassebaum, an athlete I work at how college, athlet­
from 1979-1983, was an All- ics, or anything, produces 
American in softball and the concept of teamwork," 
basketball. And her former she said. "You have to be 
coaches and administrat.ors depending on each other to 
felt she was entitled t.o the get the job done. fve learned 
honors which she has re- that you h$ve t.o be flexible. 
years - �' �tJill>lieli�OD." Hilke recalls that, at first, 1hE was afraid tcr �1o ·col- tion. t·SeeBIG �· '.i1A' 1 , y·Wi.i:tat .. k91RMiJeatt��-,;;; 
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By KAREN WOLDEN 
For all the students who have taken 
up collecting Eastern parking tickets, if 
yo u r  violat ion wears a n u mb e r  5 1 , 
tonight is definitely your night. 
Students can not only escape from 
reality, gain weight and wrestle, laugh 
at t h e  jokes of a famous stand-up 
comedian, listen to live music, eat egg 
rolls, scream at President 
Jorns, play piano with their · feet and 
more at tonight's Quakin' the Quad. 
. They can s i n k  U n iversity Pol ice 
Department officials. 
As of Tuesday, the department had 
the u niversity police chief, the assis­
tant chief, several police officers and 
t h e  i nfamous student  t ic ket w ri ter  
"Nu mber 5 1 " scheduled for submer­
gence. 
Due would not disclose the writer's 
. 28,1995 
-
---:::;;i�AI• lement to 
em News 
• 8 pages 
n a m e ,  
but said 5 1  would certainly strike 
familiar in parking violators' minds. 
"He's nu mber 5 1 ,"  said Due, who 
organized the dunk project. "Most peo­
ple would recognize him for that. 
Due said much of the dep�rtment is 
water-shy, so he extended r�is invita­
tion to someone even more 1 notorious 
to Eastern s t u d e n t s ,  M�yor Dan 
Cougill. And apparently, he' no victim 
to hydrophobia. 
1 
• see QUAKIN' page two 
Quakin' _________ _ 
• From page one 
I 
"We're working on the mayor," 
Due sakl. "He's interested but he 
hasn't confirmed yet." 
The dunk tank is part of a 
fundraiser for the recently 
formed Fraternal Order of -Police 
Lodge, a social organization to 
further professionalism of police 
officers, Due said. UB donated 
money to the organization up front in exchange for the Depart­
ment's services. 
A strong-armed audience is 
anticipated at the tank, so the 
Pink Panthers dance team was 
hired to help the department 
manage the c:rood. 
"Only at college could some­
thing like this happen, "  said 
Susan Stephens, UB special 
e\lel'lts committee coordinator. 
"We're not all here to study." 
Quakin' promises to offer a 
convenient and free break to stu­
dents already ready to escape 
from the frustration of final 
exams. From one of the most 
advanced virtual reality simula-
tors in the world, The Alpha 
Elq>erience in 3D: "A Journey 
into Virtual Reality" to Sumo 
Wrestling, students will be 
offered a diverse choice of games, entertainment, food and 
fun. 
"With the band and the come­
dian involved it is one of the 
largest (Quakin' the Qu¥!s) , "  
Stephens said. "This will #roba­
bly be the largest one put out for 
while "  a . 
All events will take place in 
the south quad beginning at 9 
p . m . ,  with the exception of 
Chicago-based band Aunt Joan 
in the library quad and comedian 
Geoff Brown in the Rathskeller 
of the Martin Luther King Jr. 
University Union. 
Aunt Joan will perform at 9 
p.m. Admission to Brown's 10 
p.m. performance is $1 for East­
ern students and senior citizens 
and $3 for the general public. 
UB has been consisteritly 
sponsoring Quakin' since 1993. 
Other highlights for tonight's 
campus party include Human 
l 
VE¥'U¥tr 
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Touch & Go Record ing Artist 
1 au • r­
w/ Goat 6oy & Kel p  
Door5 8:00 S how 8::30 
•.e! • I  nlsslon 
Satumay, April 29 
All 
Ages!! 
N I L8 :-2 S howe! 
0 
�--�·� ..... ��� ..... �!.. . �.�.��.�.�.�-� ..... 
9:45 - 21 & Over •3aa 
w/ Capita l  Record_ ing  Artist 
Ml6n t.hol & Cra bdaddy 
509 Van Buren 345-2280 
Bowling, Fun Picts, a campus 
Scavenger Hunt, a 20-foot piano 
(similar to the one in the movie 
Big) and Bingo with "celebrity" 
callers. 
Eastern President David 
Joms, Vice President for Student 
Affairs Lou Hencken, Vice Presi­
dent for Business Affairs Morgan 
Olsen as well as several UB coor­
dinators will be the callers for the 
traditionally well-attended game, 
Stephens said. 
UB rents the Quakin' equip­
ment from Kramer, a company 
specializing in keeping up with 
current trends among college 
students and offering packages 
for events like Quakin' the Quad. 
"The agency keeps up with 
the trends," Stephens said. "We 
keep in touch with other schools 
about what's popular. 
"I'm sure the band will be a 
big highlight,"  Stephens said. 
"The Alpha will be a big hit, and 
Bingo too." 
For some, especially number 
51, the dunk tank will also be a 
big hit, Due said. 
Tonight 
• The Barbara Rossi Exhibit 
will be open from 10 a.m. to 
5 p-. m .  in the Tarble Arts 
Center. 
• The EIU Percussion Ensem­
ble will perform at 7 :30 p.m. 
in the Dvorak Concert Hall in 
the Doudna Fine Arts Build­
ing. 
• Tar, Kelp and Goatboy will 
play at 8 p.m. for an all ages 
crowd at the Dungeon,509 
Van Buren St. 
• Quakin' the Quad will take 
place from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. 
in the South Quad 
• Aunt Joan will  play at 9 
p.m. in the Library Quad. 
• Comedian Geoff Brown will 
perform at 1 0  p . m .  in the 
Rathskeller o f  the U n i o n .  
Admission i s  $ 1  for Eastern 
students and senior citizens 
and $3 for the general public. 
I 
I 
Leading lady 
of the silver 
screen dies 
LOS ANGELES (AP) - She 
matched Fred Astaire step for 
step, dancing backward and in 
high heels through glamorous 
musicals that provided an escape 
for Americans mired in the 
Depression. 
Ging_er nogers was 83 when 
she died Tuesday at her home in 
Rancho Mirage near Palm 
Springs, apparently of natural 
causes. 
"She was one of the truly 
great ladies of the silver screen, 
she had few equals," Bob Hope 
sakl. 
Miss Rogers won dance con­
tests in Texas when the Charles­
ton was the rage, launching a 
career that spanned 65 years, from vaudeville to television. She 
also proved herself as a singer 
and actress to a disbelieving stu­
dio system. 
Cube takes 
on new roles 
LOS ANGELES (AP) - Add 
screenwriter and executive pro­
ducer to Ice Cube's credits. 
Saturday 
• Goatboy, Fragile Porcelin 
Mice,  Kelp and Eljer Bros . 
will play at 9 p.m.  in Ted's  
Wharehouse,  1 02 N .  Sixth · 
St. Admission is $2. 
Tuesday 
• The Barbara Rossi Exhibit 
will be open from 10 a.m. to 
5 p . m .  in the Tarb le Arts 
Center. 
Wednesday 
• The Barbara Rossi Exhibit 
will be open from 1 0  a.m. to 
5 p . m .  in the Tarble Arts 
Center. 
Thursday 
• The Barbara Rossi Exhibit 
will be open from 10 a.m. to 
5 p . m .  I n  the Tarble Arts 
Center. 
He did both for "Friday,"  a 
day-in-the-life movie about a 
comic hero, also played by lee 
Cube. The 25-year-old rapper­
tumed-actor takes on trouble­
some parents, girlfriend problems 
and various mishaps. 
"l always knew that the power 
was really behind the scenes, so 
I've been trying to get behind the 
scenes ever since," he said. 
"I'm still trying to get behind 
the scenes . ' '  The movie was 
released Wednesday. lee Cube also app�eQ. in .".B<?Y.z :N the 
Hood" and "Higher Learning." 
Vedder jams 
solo style 
CARRBORO, N.C. (AP) - Eddie 
Vedder popped up at a night­
club here to jam without the 
Pearl. 
Vedder joined headliner Mike 
Watt at Cat's Cradle on Monday 
night. 
Derek Powers, who works at 
the club, said the guitar player 
and singer for Pearl Jam also 
plays drums with Hovercraft, 
_ which opened for Watt. 
-�·we (iitfn ' t  1tnow he was goiiig to be here antil he walked 
in the doot," Powers said. "One 
of the reasons why they didn't 
publicize it was they didn't want 
it to be like a Pearl Jam show." 
Not vaifd With �ny other coupon. 
Additipnal Toppings 75¢. Not valid with any other coupon. After 9 p.m. only. 
Expires 517/95 Expires 5/7/95 
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Comedian causes quakes 
Brown sings 'opera from the hood' 
By BROOKE WALKER 
Comedian Geoff Br;:.,vv11  
rather interesting view of  opera when 
he ends his stand�µp �oytin�:t' · :z:>· . 
During his show, Brown says· he 
thinks African Americans have 
succeeded in all areas of music 
except for opera. "Opera from the 
Hood," his closing bit, is l1..:�  - -�-�'-­
of what African American opera 
would sound like. 
Although this humorous opera is 
the highlight of the show, his 
performance is full of his  
observations of life , family 
and the world . "He seemed 
very easy to relate to ,"  said 
Matt Dono h o ,  co medy 
coordinator for Universi­
ty Board. "He doesn't  
appeal to just one type 
of comedy." 
said. 
Donoho said he is expecting a large crowd 
·"·�·�-� _ __: ,e show will occur after Quakin' the 
Quad .· " (Brown 's performance and 
Quakin' the Quad) are going to work 
hand in hand , '' Donoho said . " I  
think a lot o f  people are going to 
tt.ukc u duy of it. "  · 
Brown will be performing Fri­
day in the Rathskeller at lO p.rh . . · 
Donoho added that the 
people who attend 
Quakin'  the Quad 
_ will probably attend 
Brown's show and 
Julie Brown;· gra\]u" : 
ate 'ad\./is'er' 'fo'r 'uJ3•i's 
Comedy Committee,  
said she enjoyed the 
comed i a n ' s  perfor­
mances at three Nat­
ional Association for 
Campus Activities con­
ferences. "He's always 
a big crowd pleaser at 
the conferences, "  she Geoff Brown 
Bar band 
·· ·phtys,:grass . 
land . 
Aunt ] oan to quake 
the Library Quad · 
By J.A. WINDERS 
Aunt Joan hasTirn Moran·excited. 
Moran, the University Board mini-concert 
coordinator, has seen the Chieago-based band 
pack Roe's Tavern and thinks it can do the 
same for Quakin' the Quad . 
"They're like c;t bar band,"  Moran said. 
Since the band's inception, Aunt Joan has 
banked on cover songs to fill their sets. And 
like any " good" bar band, they have learned 
the popular tunes of the day - drawing from 
Pearl Jam, Stone Temple Pilots and Caridle­
box for more than musical inspiration. 
"They sound almost ide ntically like the 
bands they play, '' Moran defended. 
But instead of seeing covers as a drawback 
to Friday 's show, Mo ran views the cover-
· they know. 
"They're a perfect band for this type of 
thing. "  · 
But Friday, Aunt Joan breaks the bar band 
mold and won't simply be packing a play list 
of proven pop hits . '  They're also bringing 
along their own material. 
The band just completed cutting their first 
album comprised entirely of original material. 
And Eastern will host the party. 
For sale during the concert will be Aunt 
Joan's new album and Quakin' the Quad T­
shirts featuring the band's logo on the back. 
"This is the first show since their CD has been 
out ,"  Moran said, "so we 're kind of consider­
ing it a CD release party. 
"That's what w�'re calling it 'ar1Yway."  
speckled play list as  a plus. "With this kind of . . 
a show, "  he explained, " people will be walk- Aunt _Joan wi_ll play Friday from 9 p.m .  to 1 
ing around and they'll stop if they hear a song __ a:�· m the Library Quad. 
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · � 
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A matter of trust 
Duran Duran's newest is embarrassing 
By HEIDI KEIBLER 
I consider myself a fairly loyal person. 
I've had the same best friend since first grade, 
my car has been in the family for 1 1  years, and 
rve been a die-hard Duran Duran fan since fourth 
grade. 
But this time the band took it too far. 
Duran Duran's latest release, "Thank You,"  
would be more appropriately titled " We 're 
Sorry." 
A collection of cover tracks from various 
artists, "Thank You" is supposed to be a tribute 
to the singers and groups who inspired Duran 
Duran to become the band it is today. e 
A nice idea I guess, but poorly administered. 
The album includes Elvis Costello's "Watching 
th� ,petectives, " .. Led. Zeppelin's "Thank You," 
Bob Dylan's .. "Lay Lady Lay" and, I kid you 
not, Public Enemy's 'J911 is a Jo.ke. "  
1f the intention was to give the songs 
a unique sound, completely unlike 
that of the original versions .,... 
almost unrecognizably, in fact -
the goal was achieved. 
If the intention was to 
honor and pay respect 
to the songs' original 
artists by giving the 
songs a fresh new 
appeal, the goal miser­
ably failed. 
Listening to the album all 
the way through was painful. I 've 
stuck with this band through thick 
and thin, through "Rio," "Wild Boys, "  "Notori­
ous" and "Come Undone." 
And while I admit to pressing skip during an 
occasional song, I've never once been disappoint­
ed in an entire album. 
Actually, I can't say the entire album is bad. 
The Led Zeppelin song "Thank You" is actually 
quite enjoyable. Robert Plant even appreciated 
the new version, according to an M1V interview. 
But the remainder of the songs are in a word, 
embarrassing. 
Embarrassing to Duran Duran fans, embarrass­
ing to the featured artists and above all, embar­
rassing to the band itself. 
Number one, Simon LeBon should not rap. 
Unfortunately, no one told him this before he 
decided to butcher a Public Enemy song, leamg 
the buyers of the album to suffer. 
Number two, Grand Master Flash, who 
accompanies Duran Duran during "White 
Lines,"  is not a complimentary addition 
to LeBon' s lyrics, John Taylor's bass 
or Nick Rhodes' keyboard. . 
And number three, Bob Dylan 
songs should be left for Bob 
Dylan to sing. 
Never before has my 
loyalty earned me such 
disappointment. My 
car always starts by the 
third or fourth try, and my 
best friend has never let me 
down. 
Unfortunately, I can't say the 
same for Duran Duran. 
Smells like Cherry spirit 
Charleston-based rockers blow 
themselves away with latest release 
By MIKE MEYER 
It ' s  hard to picture Charleston as 
anything more than a cultural waste­
land. With little to offer in terms of 
artistic diversity, Charleston is as 
bland as bland can get. 
Thus,  i t ' s  surpr is ing w h e n  
Charleston emigrates quality rock. I t  
h as happened b e f o r e  { 1 6  Ton s ,  
SpankWagon and Goatboy), but more 
often than not, local acts fall flat with 
gimmick and attitude. Very rarely do 
Charleston bands ever take flight. 
Cherry Vallance is one of t h e  
exceptions. 
Fueled recently by a strong live 
identity (including shows at the Dun­
g eon,  Ted ' s  Warehouse and 
Charleston High School} , a rampant free 
sticker campaign, eye-popping Japanimation­
styled promotional posters and an engaging 
self-released CD, Cherry Vallance has helped 
to brighten the dismal shadow of Charleston 
complacency . 
The band's debut release, "Anything but 
Stringbeans," is a simplistic yet colorful jour­
ney through the world of low-fi pop subcul­
ture . Eastern students Kent Aberle (drums}, . 
Matt Berry (vocals and guitars), Bill Wason 
{guitars} and Mark Tanner (bass) sugar the disc 
with punk-pop fluidness to make up for the 
recording's analog shortcomings. 
Like a swirl between Nirvana, Sebadoh and 
Dead Milkmen, Cherry Vallance puts out a 
poppy catch with a punky bash. The band's 
music is  fun, distortion-based and intellectual. 
Most importantly, Cherry Vallance fi l ls a 
Charleston gap; no other musicians here are 
quite as charming and accessible. 
On the song "Milk Sickness, "  the band 
grovels purposefully in Kurt Cobain tribute. · 
With lyric and with instru­
ment , " Milk S ickne s s "  
a p proaches m o r e  o f  a n  " In 
Utero"-era Nirvana, focusing on 
the abrasive. The track specifi­
cally brings to mind the obvious: 
N i rvana ' s  " M i l k  I t . "  L i k e  
Cobain's parasite-based poetry 
("I don't need a host to live/We 
feed off of each other"}, Berry 
emulates:  " I 'll  suck away your 
life if  you let me/You are a gracious host . "  
Other tracks bring t o  mind previous Nir­
vana songs, specifically " Marcy's  First Tea 
Set" and " Mister Angelino,"  but all is done in 
good taste . .  
"Supervillain , "  one of Cherry Vallance's 
constant live staples,  is represented i n  its 
proper raucous form on disc. Caffeine-hyper 
tempo, spastic drumming, snotty vocals and 
distorted guitar gold-plate its value. The song 
is a shiny representative of Cherry Vallance's 
eagerness to please. 
They want you to listen. 
Large 1 Item Pizza & Free Qt. of Coke 
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·Tar's future dark 
Guitarist hints at the end 
of band as we know it 
By MARCUS SHERMAN 
Sadly, Friday appears to be the last time Tar will 
bring their "ugly, complicated" show to Charleston. 
As of late, the Chicago-based band - together 
since 1988 - has been deliberating their break-up. 
Tar's latest full-length album on Touch and Go 
Records is set for a fall 1995 release. Recently, I 
spoke with lead guitarist and vocalist John Mohr. 
Marcus Sherman: What distinguishes the 
upcoming album from the previous release? . 
John Mohr: Well, aside from several technical dif­
ferences and the use of ex-Shorty singer L. · John­son on one song {"Known Anomalies"), perhaps 
not much. 
We tried using a Walkman to record some of 
the drum tracks, since it gives a very brash, noisy 
stepping off of a 
roller coaster. 
We didn't in­
tentionally write songs people wouldn't like, simply 
songs we like. 
MS: Given the type of music Tar plays, how do 
you fit in with the rest of the music industry? 
JM: Not at all. We an:! not only conceptually at 
odds with the music industry, but emotionally as 
well. They (the industry) are simply interested in 
making money, not music. We are mainly interest­
ed in making music. 
MS: Besides the upcoming album, what other 
releases do you have coming up? 
JM: We are part of an A.C/DC tribute album along 
with Mule, Shellac, Killdozer and a couple of others 
that is coming out on Skin Graft Records later this 
year. A couple of years ago we tried to play 
"Let's just say that �his will be the last show in Cha.rleston. " , ,  ! sollt"ld �b,!�P �C>llJ19s ,J�tEtres · .g .. , ·.··· �;t]i.&��� th ';:, '.'�6µ(ti;t�cfMuch," but it really sucked. However, .. the reglilar'£Ifbfu· ttaclfs>· i;6 . . . . .  .. 0 .songs\ate a' · ·our; "ffoil'sBells" turned out pretty good. 
:'bit more poppy,• but not ih . e sense that they have MS: What upcoming plans to tour does the band 
any. sort of closure or sound like some peppy Liz have in mind? 
Phair song. · JM: Well, a promoter in Germany has shown 
We still get together and write ii. bunch of songs interest for us to play a festival there, but I doubt 
we like, what we like to play. Our music is not die- we will do it since I can count on one hand how 
tated by other people's taste in music, simply our many shows we have left. 
own. MS: The band is breaking up? 
MS: People have said your music is, in fact, "anti- JM: Let's just say that this will be the last show in 
melody" . Do you agree? Charleston. There has been no complete band 
JM: Absolutely. In fact from 1988 to 1990, we decision, but let's just say the band's clock is tick­
made a point of writing songs based on other ideas ing. 
rather than simply on melody. As a result, our 
music is very complicated, loud, ugly and difficult to Tar will  perform an all  ages show with loca l 
. like. This gives many people a feeling of uneasi- bands Kelp and Goatboy at 8 p. m. tonigh t in the 
ness, much like how you feel immediately after Dungeon, 509 Van Buren. Admission is $5. 
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SAVE M O N E Y  on Auto & 
Motorcycle Insurance Call B I LL 
HALL today at 345-7023 or stop 
by HALL INSURANCE 1 01 0  East 
Lincoln. 
-��-��----511 
**EXPLORE YOUR OPTIONS** 
ACCOUNTING & FINANCE STU­
DENTS *Plan ahead for summer 
break *Gain valuable "hands-on" 
experience *Make important busi' 
ness contacts *Earn extra $$ Call 
us today to f ind out about the 
many tempornry positions we 
have avai lable with TO P 
Chicagoland companies! To get 
started, all you have to do is call 
your local office and arrange for 
an i n te rvi ew. I t's that easy ! !  
CASEY S E RV I C E S ,  I N C .  
"Celebrati ng 20 years i n  t h e  
P l acement of Account ing a n d  
Finance Professionals" Chicago 
31 2-332-8367, N/NW SUBS ?OB-
253-9030, W/SW SUBS ?OB-629-
6666 * * R E F E R RAL B O N U S  
PROGRAM** Maybe you're not 
able to work temp,  but  know 
someone who can. If  they register 
during the months of May or June 
and they work .40 hrs. min. on a 
Casey assignment, we' l l  send 
you a check for $75.00! **PER­
MANENT PLACEMENT** If you 
are graduat i n g ,  we also h e l p  
place individuals on a permanent 
basis. Call now to see what is 
avail. 
__________.5/1 
ATTENTION S E N I O RS-Yo u r  
h ealth i n s u rance may end o n  
graduation or when finals e n d .  
Short term major medical insur­
ance is available to you . . Contact 
BILL HALL at 345-7023 or stop 
by HALL INSURANCE 1 0 1 0  East 
Lincoln for more information. 
__________ 5/1 
Double your income . . Sell Avon.  
S ign by 4/30 Receive gift. 34B-
1 290 Avon I n d ep e n d e n t  
Representative. 
·� - · - · - · ..... .. - ,. - · :: "" " - -· 412B· 
Adoption. We are a happily mar­
ried engineer/teacher who wish 
to become devoted dad/stay at 
home mom . We can give your 
baby a loving home and won­
derful life. Call  Elaine/Alan col­
lect anytime (309) 693-2957 or 
our attorney Theresa (309) 692-
1 087. 
__________5/1 
Licensed Mass. Adoption Agency 
h e l p i n g  those c o n s i d e r i n g  an 
adoptive placement. Legal, confi­
dential. Allowable expenses paid. 
Call B00-333-3424 for more infor­
mation. 
------ 4/1 0-1 4,24-2B 
Frank and Suzanne, a loving cou­
ple of an adopted child, are look­
ing to find a little brother ·or sister. 
Parents are well educated, finan­
cially secure, with great friends 
and big fam i l ies .  We l ive in a 
quaint village with a very good 
school system and have a loving 
comfortable home. Can help with 
m e d i cal expenses.  C a l l  o u r  
lawyer collect. Ki rsten Crouse 
Bays 21 7-345-6099. 
__________5/1 
Roommate needed for fall '95-
Spring '96. Reasonable rent. Can 
have pets. Call Kathy 5B1 -B040. 
---------�4/2B 
2 Roommates wanted Lg. House 
4 Blks from EIU $210.00 mo. all 
utilities+cable paid Evenings 34B-
604 1 .  
___________5/1 
M a l e  U pp e rC l ass Roommate 
needed 95-96 S c h o o l  year. 
House close to carripus. 345-
767B. 
__________ 4/2B 
Female Roommate nee.dad for 
Fall/Spring semester. Apt. 1 block 
from campus. For details contact 
Brenda at 34B-51 B1 . 
__________ 4/2B 
Roommate wanted for summer. 
Close to campus $200/mo. All 
uti l ities and washer and d ryer 
included. (Female preferred) Call 
34B-7B56. 
__________5/1 
Female needed to share house 
on 6th (next to Sig Pi's) with 5 
g i rl s ,  F u r n - Wash/D ry­
Reasonable Rent. Call 581 -2604. 
___________5/1 
Sublessor needed for 1 bedroom 
apartment uptown. Unfurnished. 
$550+utilities. Call Jenn 345-5291 . 
__________4/28 
S U M M E R !  S U M M E R !  Nice two 
bed room apartment, · partly fur­
nished. ALL UTILITIES INCLUD­
ED. Call 348-5041 ,  leave message. 
__________.5/1 
Summer Subs Needed! CHEAP! 
N e a r  Campus.  Cal l  now 345-
51 49. 
_________ 4/2B . 
C H EAP R E NT!  PAR K  P LACE 
A PART M ENT- 3 B E D ROOMS.  
AVAILABLE FOR SUMMER. MAY­
AUGUST. CALL #34B-0261 .  
__________4/28 
2 Bedroom apt. Nice, close to cam­
pus. $1 75.00+utilities. Call 345-
8695. 
__________ 4/28 
3 BDR., Park Place Apartments, 
rent negotiable, furnished, air con­
ditioned for summer '95. Call 345-
5599. 
___________.5/1 
Summer sublessor needed. Park 
Place low rent. 1 bedroom 345-
4868. 
__________ 4/28 
1 person. House on 7th $300 entire 
summer & utilities. May 9-Aug 1 5. 
Rick 348-5536. 
__________4/2B 
2-4 sublessors needed Summer 
'95 Park Place I med. 2 bedroom 
apt Call 345-3728. 
_________ __,5/1 
Summer sublessors needed. Close 
to campus. New furniture and car­
pet. Rent negotiable . .  Call 345-
1 627. 
__________ 4/28 
Sublessor needed to live in town 
house on 6th & Polk with 2 other 
girls for 95'-96' school year. Call 
2535. 
__________ 4/28 
Sublessor/s needed Summer 95, 
Nice furnished apt. close to cam­
pus on 4th St. ,  $275. Call 345-
2145. 
. 
__________ .4/2B 
Summer Sublessors needed.  
Large 2 BDRM, lots of  parking. 
Close to Mom's - perfect summer 
location. Rent negotiable. Call 348-
790 1 .  
___________5/1 
Summer Sublessor needed for 
Park Place. Rent very negotiable! 
Furnished. Call 348-5223 very 
soon! 
_________ ___c5!1 
Now leasing, 1 995-96 school year. 
Two-bedroom furn ished apart­
ments. McArthur Manor Apartment, 
9 1 3-91 7 Fou rth St.  345-2231 
Monday-Friday, 8-5. 
-------�---·5/1 
TWO BEDROOMS FOR 3 OR 4 
PEOPLE AVAIL. FALL '95. FUR­
N I SH E D ,  D I S H WAS H E R ,  
GARBAGE DISPOSAL, LAUNDRY 
FACILITIES. CALL 345-2363. 
_________ ___c5!1 
Houses for 4-5 students.  
Furriished. Close to EIU.  No pets. 
345-6621 .  Leave message. 
_..L._ _______ 5/1 
Avail. June 2 BR furn apts. 1 yr 
lease. NO PETS. Water/Trash incl. 
947 4th St. 34�-7746. 
--------�---'5/1 
· Avail. June/Aug. 2 BR unf. apts. 1 0  
or 1 2  m o .  lease. N O  PETS.  
Water/Trash incl. 947 4th St. 348-
7746. 
__
_________5/1 
LI N COLNWOOD P I N ETREE 
SUMMER APARTMENTS. NOW 
RENTING. POOL, CENTRAL AIR. 
FROM $ 1 50 P E R  P ERSON. 
APPOINTMENT 345-6000. 
__________5/1 
SHARP 2 & 3 BR �PTS., loy.i util., 
ale, furnished, convenient. C21 
Wood, Jim Wood, 345-4489. 
_________ ___c5!1 
LARGE 4 . BEDROOM APART. UP 
TO 6 PEOPLE. LARGE ROOMS, . 
F U R N I S H E D ,  
DISHWASHER/GARBAGE DIS­
POSAL BALCON I ES CENTRAL 
AIR WOODED LOCATION. 345-
2363. 
________ _.;__5/1 
Summer and Fall, one bedroom· 
apt. u pstairs Large $275 .00 & 
$200. 00 Dep.  (Jne Br. apt. 
Downstairs Large $275'.+�oo· q�p. , 
Efficiency apt. Large $235+$175.00 
Dep. Call 235-3550. 
---�------·5/1 
LARG E  T H R E E  B EDROOM 
TOWN HOME U P  TO 5 PEOPLE 
LAR G E  ROOMS, FURNISHED, 
DISHWASHER/GARBAGE DIS­
POSAL BALCONIES CENTRAL 
AIR WOODED LOCATION. CALL 
345-2363. 
___________.5/1 
Avail June 1 bedroom furnished 1 
year lease. NO PETS. Water/trash 
included. 947 4th St. 348-7746. 
__________5/1 
M I N I-STORAG E .  AVAI L  NOW 
STARTING AT $30/MONTH 348-
7746 .. 
__________511 
Furnished house for 4 women. 
Close to campus. Available for 
summer or fall '95. Call 345-5703. 
________ _;__5/1 
Now leasing for fall, 3 bedroom fur­
nished apartment, dishwasher. 3 
blocks from campus 1 O month 
lease call 345-3401 ,  345-2263 .• . or 
348-8851 . :;- ; ;: . . . :: . ·; ,; - . .  
__________4/28 
3 bed room furnished house 3 
blocks from campus for 3 students 
phone 345-3657 after 6:00. 
__________4128 
Nice 1 BR. APT. Close to E.1.U. Air 
Cond. Water & Trash furn. Lease & 
dep. req. No Pets. $31 5 month­
Available May Realtor 345-8600. 
__________4128 
Apartment for rent for two people 
close to campus. Reasonable utili­
ties included. 345-6760. 
__________ 4/28 
WCIA-3 WAND-7 1 7  ESPN-24 USA-26 WGN-1 6 9C WILL-12 LIF-40 
6:00 
6:30 
7:00 
7:30 
8:00 
8:30 
9:00 
9:30 
1 ():()0 
10:30 
Wheel of Fortune 
Cops 
Unsolved Myst. 
Dateline NBC 
P.M. WTW0-2 
6:00 
6:30 
7:00 
7:30 
8:00 
8:30 
9:00 
9 :30 
1 0 :00 
1 0 :30 
P.M. 
6:00 
6 :30 
7:00 
7:30 
8:00 
8 :30 
9:00 
9:30 
10:00 
1 0:30 
Wheel of Fortune 
Hoosier Million .. 
Amazing Grace 
Sweet Justice 
Sisters 
News 
WTW0·2 
News 
NBC News 
Earth 2 
SeaQuest DSV 
Movie: 
Movie 
cont 
News 
Entmt. Tonight 
Diagnosis Murder 
Wright Verdicts 
WCIA-3 
NCAA Basketball 
(4:30) 
Basketball cont 
Basketball cont 
News 
Wheel of Fortune 
Family Matters 
Sister, Sister 
Step by Step 
On Our Owri 
WAND-7 1 7  
News 
Wheel of Fortune 
Movie: Family 
Reunion ... 
Movie cont 
Walker, Texas Ranger Marshal 
News 
WCIA·3 
60 Minutes 
Murder, She Wrote 
Movie: 
Movie Cont 
News 
Entmt 
News 
Funniest Videos 
Profiles of America 
Lois & Clark 
Movie: 
movie cont 
News 
Auto Racing 
SportsCenter Wings 
College Basketball Wings 
Skills Contests: 
Boxing: Bouts 
telecast from 
Chester, w Va 
ESPN-24 
Gott cont 
Sports Center 
Auto Racing 
NASCAR 
cont 
Sports Center 
Sports Center 
ESPN-24 
Senior Gott: 
The Tradttion 
Golf Cont 
Sports Center 
Baseball: Mets 
at Ma�ins 
baseball cont 
SportsCenter 
Murder, She Wrote 
Movie: 
Movie Cont. 
USA·26 
Tekwar 
Movie: Field 
of Dreams 
Movie cont 
Weird Science 
USA·26 
Tekwar 
Movie: My 
Antonia 
movie cont 
Silk Stalkings 
Silk Stalkings 
Love Connection 
Jeffersons 
Movie: 
Movie Cont. 
News 
WGN-16 9C 
Save Sy The Sell 
Instant Riches 
Bullseye 
NBA Basketball: 
76ers at Chicago 
Basketball cont 
WGN-16 9C 
Legendary Journey 
of Hercules 
Vanishing Son 
Highlander 
News 
Replay (9:40) 
Night Court 
Lttestyles ... 
MacNeil, Lehrer 
Washington Week 
Wall St. Week 
Innovation 
David Frost 
WILL-12 
Lawrence Welk 
I'll Fly Away 
Movie: The 
Heartbreak Kid 
Movie cont 
WILL-12 
Ghostwriter 
Nature 
Designing Women 
Designing Women 
Barbara Walters 
Interviews · 
Movie: 
_ : :, 
Movie cont. 
LIF-40 
Movie:Daughter ... 
cont 
Movie: Barbarians 
at the Gate 
Movie cont 
LIF-40 
Movie: 
Movie: 
Masterpiece Theater movie cont 
All Creatures ..  
Sister Wen s 
... Appearances 
Mystery! 
Commish 
Bartiara Walters 
Interviews 
Quiet person/non-smoker/no pet. 
Elegant furnish apt. w/ garage near 
shopping. Deposit $850. 1 0  month 
lease. $850 a month. 345-5739. 
___________511 
For Rent- apts. 3-bdrm- 3 people-
1 524 Div 2-bdrm- 4 people- 1 827 
9th (priced accordingly). 1 -bdrm. 1 
or 2 people- 1 436- 1 0th. 2 bdrm- 2-
3 people- 1 436 - 1 0th.  Call for 
details- Ronnie Lanman 34515148 
or 348-01 57. 
__________4/28 
R ENTAL P R O P E RTY 
CHARLESTON: TWO BEDROOM 
U PSTA I RS APT. LEAS E & 
D E POSIT REQUIRED . .  PHONE 
345-601 1  AFTER 5:30 345-9462. 
__________.5/1 
University Court Apartment for rent 
for 95-9'6 year. 2 bedrooms for 3-4 
people. Includes balcony, cable, 
phone and more. Call Sam or Scott 
at 581 -8069. 
_________ 4/2B 
Big 4 Bedroom house. 4 people 
$200.00 each 345-6967. 
R E N TAL P R O P E RTY EXTRA 
N I C E  U PSTA I R S  APARTMENT 
208 1 /2 6TH ST. CAR P ET E D ,  
PARTIALLY FURNISHED, A/C, 
SHOWER, VERY Q U I ET. 
DEPOSIT & LEASE REQUIRED 
CALL 345-7522 ASK FOR LARRY 
AFTER 5:30 345-9462. 
__________5/1 
2, 3, 4 and 6 Bedroom Houses 
for Rent.  345-3554 after 5:00 
pm. 
__________5/1 
Very nice one and two bedroom 
mobile homes. Nice carpet and 
appliances. Quiet trailer court. $160 
each for two. Singles also available 
345-4508. 
__________ 5/1 
1 Bedroom apt. 1 Block From cam­
pus. 345-6967. 
--�------4/2B 
Timberwoods Mobile Home Court 
on new 'E' Street Road. Very nice 
mobi le home for s ingles.  New 
appliances $250 and up. No pets. 
345-4508. 
" . ; :.- . · ·� ')., .:.:---! ··':: · -�q.:.\'I ; � , f _ ., . ; , _, . _  < .  '�: . 
ALPHA PHI ALPHA' Frat�;nity 'l�c. ,f oo"Club'af!tlie'. A:ir'd;Arf\iricai{ 
Cultural Center. To be early is to be on time. 
ALPHA TO OMEGA Swim Party from 2:30-6pm on Saturday at the 
Buzzard Pool. Live Muslc by D.J: Dave Shields. 
ALPHA PHI ALPHA Golden Dreams Union Party from 1 0pm-1am on 
Saturday in the University Ballroom. Afterset immediately following. 
IMMANUEL LUTHERAN CHURCH BBQ at 6pm on Sunday at the 
Church on 9th St. Everyone Welcome! Student Center will be open 
afterwards for study .& play! 
CHRISTIAN CAMPUS FELLOWSHIP Sunday Morning Worship at 
1 0:30 am in the Christian Campus House, 2231 S. 4th St. Call 345-
6990 for rides/info. 
PHI-EPSILON M U _  Clothes/Food Drive running from April 28-May 4 at 
Pemberton Hall Desk. Donate canned goods or clothes and personal 
hygiene items at the Desk. 
EIU DANCERS COMPANY Picnic at 1 pm on Saturday at the Campus 
Pond Pavilion. Call Melissa if you forgot what to bring. 
W E S L EY FO U N DATI O N  L I G H T H O U S E  from 9 pm - 1  am in the 
Basement of  W.F., 2202 4th St .  Open for dancing, talking,  meeting 
friends, etc. No cover charge or age restriction if EI U/Lake Land 
Student. 
ALPHA PHI OMEGA Animal Hospital April 29. Meet 6:45am, at Rock. 
SCEC H ELP WITH Special Olympics from Sam-? on Saturday at 
O'Brien Field. Don't forget to check in. 
NEWMAllLCATHOLIC CENTER.Sunday Masses,;;it 11.am & 4:30pm at 
Colema·n Auditorium, · � ·· ·  . .. • . 
• "  ·. '-' •co"·: · •-. ·-· • • 
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER Exam Week Prayer at 9pm on Sunday 
at the Newman Chapel at 9th and Lincoln. 
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER End of the Year Picnic at 6pri1 in the 
Newman Center at 9th and Lincoln. 
PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY for 
any non-profit campus oraanizational event. All Clips should be submitted to 
The Daily Eastern News office by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY BEFORE 
DATE OF EVENT. Example: an event scheduled for Thursday should be 
submitted as a Campus Clip by NOON Wednesday. (Thursday is deadline 
for Friday, Saturday or Sunday events.) Clips submitted AFTER DEADLINE 
WILL NOT be published. No clips will be taken by phone. Any Clip that is 
illegible or contains conflicting information WILL NOT BE RUN. Clips may be 
edited for available space. 
Fox-8 55 
Roseanne 
Roseanne 
VR.5 
, , , . 
·)(-files . 
Star Trek: The 
Next Generation 
Fox-8 55 
Star Trek: 
Voyager 
Cops 
Cops 
America's Most 
Wanted 
Fox-8 55 
Hardwood 
Dreams 
Simpsons 
The Critic 
Manied ... 
Dream On 
_ Babylon 5 
Kung Fu: The Legend 
Continues 
DSC-33 
Beyond 2000 
Next Step 
Wild West 
DSC-33 
WEIU·9 51 
Carmen Sandiego 
Sill Nye 
Little House on 
the .Prairie 
D¥i�g top1 J.ob: . •. . . , 
Changing )he way. we 
News 
MCLaughlin Group 
Movie: Life wtth ... 
WEIU·9 51 
TBS-1 8 
. . .  Pains(6:05) 
Griffith (6:35) 
Movie: 
Movie 
TBS-1 8 
World of Discovery Women and Social 
Action 
WCW Wrestling. 
cont 
California Whites Blx Jazz Festival 
Best of Nighttime 
Three Stooges 
Marathon 
Cont. American Cinema cont 
Justice Files Tax Break '95 cont 
Calttornia Whites 
DSC-33 
Leopards and 
Hyenas 
Wildlife 
In Care of Nature 
Dolphins, Whales 
and Us 
Australia· 
Predators of the ... 
Wildlife 
In Care of Nature 
cont 
WEIU-9 51 TBS-1 8 
Old Time Country Movie: 
Old Time Country 
America/Wholey Movie Cont 
Small Business National 
EIU Connection Geographic 
Lynch's Colloquium Explorer 
Videography Network Earth 
Movie: The Old Barn.. TBA 
Apartment for rent: 1 bedroom, 
unfurnished, $250.00 per month, 
and reasonable utilities. Available 
for summer & fall. For more info 
call: 348-5849 or 345-SOLD. 
· 
=c--=---- -------·5/1 
T/MBERWOODS MOBILE HOME 
COURT on new E Street Road. 
Very nice mobile homes for singles. 
New appliances $250+up. No pets. 
345-4508. 
----------'5/1 
Three bedroom mobile home with 
central air. Cal l  B I L L  HALL at 
LELAND HALL REAL ESTATE 
345-7023 or stop by 1 0 1 0  EAST 
LINCOLN. 
,...--,-- ------511 
Last chance to rent 3 BR. apart­
ment at the Atrium or 3 BR house 
on 9th Street '95-96 Yr. Call 345-
5022. 
_______ 4119,21 ,3,6,8 
2-10" MTX Bass Speakers in car­
peted factory box. Like new. Must 
see. $300.00. 345-1384. 
__________ .5/6 
Complete Car Stereo: $225; 
Strength Shoe System, size 1 3: 
$75; Jordan Collectables: $200; 
345-51 97. 
---' ------�_.511 SEGA G EN E S I S  W/ ARCADE 
CONTROLS, $85.00; DUAL CAS­
S ETTE RADIO, $60.00; KEN­
WOOD PORTABLE CD PLAYER, 
$135.00. 345-5681. 
__________5/1 
Rockford Fosgate P unch 75 
Amplifier Excellent cond. $150.00 
Call 345-3893. 
__________511 
1 60 Watt Peavy Combo. $200 
Charvette guitar & case $80 Casio 
FX-7700 GB calculator $50. 581-
3086. 
---------�511 
1 994 Trek 8700 Carbon. Roxshox, 
Mavic 231 rims, many extras. Must 
SELL! Make' offer. 581 -2829. 
---------�511 
SCOOTER '88 Honda Elite, Blk. 
GREAT PARKI NG,  $325 OBO. 
CALL 3RYCE at 345-6781 .  
---------�511 
IBM computer and mouse used 8 
months, Window 3.0 $350 345-
5739. 
_________ _.511 
1 982 650 Suzuki. Good condition 
Great for summer classes $650 or 
B.O. 345-4393. 
new, never 
Cigna! Targa Mountain Bike. Retail 
$275. Selling at $1 85. 345-1 1 89. 
_________ _.511 
Just in time for moving: 1 989 
Nissan Pickup. Low miles, good 
condition. $5,000. Call 348-8781 .  
_________ _.511 
NEED FURNITURE? Selling coffee 
table, bed, dresser, and chairs. 
FREE couch. Call 345-6560. 
_________ _.511 
Entertainment Center. G lass 
Doors. Storage Compartments. 
$60 OBO Kathy 581-8040. 
FOUND: A jacket left in Triad Food 
Service. Call 2800 to claim. 
__________.5/1 
· Cash on the spot for anything of 
value. Pawn brokers 4th and 
Madison. 345-9842 or 348-0288. 
---------�511 
TREAT YOURSELF OR SOME-
ONE YOU KNOW TO ONE OF 
OUR STRESS BREAKERS!! JUST 
OPENED IN CHARLESTON B.A. 
BALLOONS!! APRIL 27TH-MAY 
4TH ORDERS AND DELIVERIES 
TAKEN TILL M I DN I G HT. WHY 
DON'T YOU TRY ONE OF OUR 
PERSONALIZED CAKE AND 
BALLOONS FOR $1 2.00. DELIV­
ERIES ONLY CALL 345-7791 .  
_________ _.511 
NEEDED: EXTRA GRADUATION 
TICKET FOR 9:00 CEREMONY. 
WlLL PAY. 581 -8084. 
__________ .511 
PLAN YOUR NEXT SEMESTERS 
F UNCTIONS AT TED'S. CALL 
EARLY SO THAT YOU CAN GET 
THE DATES THAT YOU WANT. 
CALL MIKE TREIS, BRIAN OR 
TED AT 345-9732. 
_________ 4�8 
The ladies of Alpha Sigma Tau 
would like to congratulate all gradu­
ates and wish them the Best of 
Luck. 
.,----,.--:-::---::---:--4/28 
Attention ESA's: Get ready to party 
all night! We'll all get plenty of sleep 
when we're dead. 
c-:----=c:-:-:-- -�----4128 
Hey ESA's, be aware of the PLUM-
MER! He's always on the prowl. 
_________4128 
Copa G i rls & Erin Shmaro n­
Thanks for a year of laughs. I'll 
miss you g i rls so much.  J ust 
remember- you don't go there. 
Love, Katie. 
=-=�:-==--------:----4/28 
SIG KAP'S I hope you have a fun 
and safe Summer Break. Can't wait 
until next fall. Jeff. 
c--=--=����---4128 HOPE MORENO, Mom is proud to 
say her kid is the new Delta Chi 
Sweetheart! Congrats on the lava­
lier! Alpha Garn love, Megan. 
_________4128 
Jenny Clarke- Good Luck on finals! 
You're a #1 MOM! PHI SIG love, 
Cathy. 
----�--4128 
Melissa Meldrum; Good luck on 
finals! You're a great KID! PHI SIG 
Love, Cathy. 
_________ 4128 
PHI SIGS- Good luck on finals! 
You' l l  do great! P H I  SIG Love, 
Jenny & Cathy. 
.,--�------4�8 
Sigma Kappa would like to wish 
everyone good luck on Final  
Exams. 
_________ 4128 
The women of Sig Kap hope every­
one has a fun and safe Summer 
Break! 
_________ 4128 
KOR- Good luck on f inals!  
Congrats a n d  good luck to al l  
grads! Have a great summer! See 
you in fall! Love, Jen. 
4/28 
C
_
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_
AJU __ LA
_
:r--IO
_N __ S�TO-c--ALPHA 
P H I OM EGA'S N EW ACTIVES: 
RUSS BAUGH, TERRI 
EMMERICH, AND SAM RAFATI. 
_________4�8 
ALPHA PHI OMEGA CONGRATU­
LATES O U R  G RADUAT I N G  
SENIORS: MIKE HOSKING, JILL 
JOHNSON, STUART KAEDING, 
AMY LAUX, MONICA MEHECHA, 
AND DAN PEBOONTOM. 
_________4128 
D1n't pack y1ur stutr 
The way this guys d1ing it! 
Pack it u p  rig ht . . .  
I �S Fii . ALI 
75� each , 
3 l $2.00 
. 
10 I $5.00 
Wh i le supp ly lasts .. ..-;:.. 
Student Publications Business Office BB 127 
GOOD LUCK TO ALPHA P H I  
OMEGA'S ACTIVES WHO A R E  
TRANSFERRING: N ICOLE 
BLANK, L I  C H I N ,  A N D  SAM 
RAFATI. 
_________ 4128 
Tony Sola- Good luck on finals! 
Thanx for the chem help! Cathy. 
--------'--4/28 
ALPHA P H I  OMEGA THAN KS 
OUR SPRING '95 EXEC BOARD 
FOR THEIR LEAD E RSHI P, 
FRIENDSHIP, AND SERVICE. 
_________4�8 
CHECK OUT THE SPECIALS AT 
EAST SIDE PACKAGE. RED DOG 
& I C E  HOUSE 1 2  CANS 5.49. 
COORS LITE 12 CANS 4.99. QLD 
MILWAUKEE ICE 1 2  CANS 3.99. 
KEYSTONE LIGHT 1 2  CANS 4.39. 
ALL SEAGREMS WIN E  COOL­
ERS 2.99. A 4 P K .  RESERV E  
YOUR KEGS EARLY AT EAST 
SIDE PACKAGE RT.1 30 AT JACK­
SON AVE. 345-5722. 
_________ 4128 
Beth Wiegers- I'm going to miss 
my mom so much. Congrats on 
g ra d u ating a n d  good luck o n  
f inals.  Delta Zeta Love, You r  
Kiddo Debbie. 
_________ 4�8 
Stacey McDenmott- I'l l  miss you 
this summer. Good luck on finals. 
Don't forget lunch at Marty's today. 
Delta Zeta Love, You Mom, 
Debbie. 
________ ___:4128 
Jason Minor of Sigma Pi· Congrats 
on going active. You are an awe­
some kid, and I am so proud of 
you. Good luck on finals. Delta 
Zeta Love, Your Mom Debbie. 
_________4/28 
Cong rats to Pat "the squirrel" 
Colalillo of Delta Tau Delta on his 
marriage, Oops I mean lavaliering 
Jenny Venton of Tri-Dells at U of I. 
_________4128 
Attention 1 42 1  students who 
ordered fastbacks. Order can­
celled. Fill out SASE for refund. 
Bring to Prof. C's office. 
________ ___:4128 
Rob Heine of Sigma Pi- Don't 
stress! Good luck on finals. Thanks 
for everything you've done for me. 
Delta Zeta Love, Debbie. 
----.,,,,..-- -,----4128 
Tammy- Thanks for looking out for 
me this year. Hopefully I won't 
screw up too. much next year. 
You.'re a great big sis. Joe. 
_________4128 
Calvin and Hobbes 
Doonesbury · 
1 Poke 
s Alternative to 
whole 
9 Nutty 
13 CNN screen 
word 
1 4 0ne size 
smaller than 
English 
1s "To human" 
n candid 
18 News piece 
1 9 Base 
neutralizers 
20 1 970 David 
Lean film 
23 Planet 
2s Like soave 
26 Runs 
27 1 970 Clint 
Eastwood film 
HAVE Ya'./ 
HAfJANY 
tl!HliR.. 
!i'IMPT� 
/ 
31 Broadway's 
"Ev'rybody's 
Got - But 
Me" 
32 Pastoral 
settings 
33 60's-70's police 
drama, with 
"The" 
36 Futu re queen, 
maybe 
37 "You -­
kidding !"  
39 Horse of a 
certain color 
40 -- Saud 
(Saudi king) 
41 Tire 
42 Latin land 
43 "Where the elite 
meet to eat," in 
old radio 
46 Lover 
49 O'Hara's Joey 
so Date 
51 Notorious fire 
starter 
SS Intermediate, in 
law 
56 San Francisco's 
Tower 
57 Symbol of 
s.ervitude 
60 Wicker willow 
81 Author Rice 
82 Author Ambler 
83 Meeting of 
Cong. 
M Extreme 
poverty 
85 Paradoxical 
Greek 
DOWN 
1 Gaza grp. 
2 Stretch of 
turbulent water 
3 Exaggerated 
4 Gainsay 
1 Book parts 
e Hardly high art 
7 In the cooler 
8 Doti's cry 
9 Snoopy and 
family 
10 Fallen features 
1 1  Platitudinous 
1 2  Joined forces 
(with) 
11 Former states: 
Abbr. 
21 "-- sow, so 
shall . . .  " 
22 W.W. II craft 
Congratulations to Greg Jamrozek 
of Delta Tau Delta for lavaliering 
Jamie Brinkman of Alpha Gamma 
Delta. Way to go Zipp'y! 
---------,-4128 
Hey you, take a shower! Get Outta 
Here! Thanks for the B-day Card. 
No M o re Argonaut for  you. 
Congratulations Dae Dael 
_________4�8 
CHECK OUT THE SPECIALS AT 
EAST SIDE PACKAGE. RED DOG 
& ICEHOUSE 1 2  CANS 5.49. 
COORS LITE 1 2  CANS 5.499. 
OLD MILWAUKEE ICE 12 CANS 
3.99. KEYSTONE LIGHT 1 2  CANS 
4 .39.  A LL SEAGREMS W I N E  
COOLERS 2 .99. A 4 PK.  
RESERVE YOUR KEGS EARLY 
AT EAST SIDE PACKAGE RT. 1 30 
AT JACKSON AVE. 345-5722. 
_________ 4128 
H O P E  M O R E N O  of  A L P H A  
GAMMA DELTA: Must've been 
a g reat weekend since you not 
o n ly g ot lav a l i e re d  to D A N  
MANDERNACK of DELTA CHI, 
but you a re also D E LTA C H I  
SWEETH EART! Couldn't have 
h a p p e n e d  to a better s ister !  
Congratulations! 
51 
55 
60 
C on g ra t u l atfonJ to JAM I E  
BRINKMAN .of · ALPHA GAMMA 
DELTA on getting lavaliered to 
G RE G  JAMORZEK of D E LTA 
TAU D E LTA! You r  sisters are 
happy for you! . 
=--c,.. -=-- --',-:---,,-�4128 
Ballon Bouquets. by Sue Spitz. 
Best prices in  town! Costumed 
Character deliveries also avail­
able. 348-8498. 
________ ca4/28 . 
1 960-70'S C LOTHES A N D  
S H O E S .  D A R Y L I O  ROSEi 
R E S A L E  S H O P. N. S D .  SQ.; 
WED.-SAT. 1 2P.-5PM. ' 
-------�4/21 ,6,8 : 
Congratulations Norm on gradu-1 
ating in four years from E I U !  Ii 
am so proud of you1 I love you.i 
Jennifer. 
__________ 4/28 
Designer Clothes for gals and 
g uys.  Jeans $5 and up. Lots 
more. Darylio Rose Resale. N .  
s d .  o f  sq. 1 2p-5pm. 
________ 4/21 ,6,8 
A L I SSA H OWA R D :  YOU'RE 
F I NALLY 211  HAVE FUN THIS 
WEEKEND AND CELEBRATE! 
LOVE, YOUR LILSIS. 
_________ 4/28 
by Bill Watterson 
t.ltXi TIME, TR'( f... DR\N.K 
OF W�TIR l\l'\\) 
A FEv-1 %El" 
BR'i::A ills . 
BY GARRY TRUDEAU 
Puzzle by Randolph Rosa 
23 Giraffe's cousin 
24 Clinic program 
28 Alphabet trio 
n Gray work 
42 Magnesium 
sil icate 
48 Davi s of 
"Evening 
Shade" 
12 Rent·--
53 Author Jaffe 
54 Court call 
SS Brethren 
30 Stimpy's.TV pal 
33 Gave up:  Var. 
34 Vermont city 
35 Vacuous 
37 Actress 
Woodard 
38 U.K. defenders 
39 Prepare to drag 
41 Indy 500 pit 
workers 
43 Hive loafers 
44 Ki m Philby 
activity 
45 Likes and 
dislikes 
46 Bu l lets 
47 Prepare, as a 
turkey 
59 Environmenta l ly 
minded 
WOZENCRAFT MEMORIAL 
AWARD 
Applicants for the Wozencraft 
Memorial  Award are b e i n g  
sought. T h e  award is  to b e  
made t o  either (1 ) a student, 
preferably a mathematics 
m ajor, i n volved in music o r  
debate who wishes to travel to 
enhance his or her education, 
or (2) as a monetary scholar­
ship to a student majoring in 
mathematics. More information 
and applications are available 
at 334 Old Main. Applications 
are due April 28. 
Dr. Claire Krukenburg 
Mathematics Scholarship Chair 
BALLARD ALTAMONT 
SCHOLARSHIP 
All graduates of Altamont High 
School are encouraged to-apply 
: for the Ernie C. Ballard Alta­
mont Scholarship which will be 
awarded this spring. Informa­
tion and application forms are 
avai lable in 344 or 3 3 1  Old  
Main. Applications are due by 
May 16. 
Dr. ·Claire Krukenberg 
Scholarship Chair, Mathematics 
INTERSESSION 
ADDS/DROPS/ 
CANCELLATIONS 
You may ADD an I NTERSES­
S I O N  class T H ROUGH MAY 
17. The o n ly I ntersession 
classes that may be added after 
May 17 are workshops offered 
during Intersession. You may 
D R O P  an I N TE.RS E S S I O N  
class THROUGH MAY 1 8, and 
the class wi l l  not appear on 
your permanent record AND 
you wi l l  not  be b i l led f<:i r the 
class. The only  I ntersession 
class that may be dropped after 
May 18 and still not appear on 
your record (and not be bil.led to 
you) i s · a workshop that  is  
dropped BEFORE IT BEGINS.  
If  you wish to CAN C E\_ your 
I NTERSESSION classes, y.ou 
hWr�r r<;it\tY.:.tM'' R�lstrat.ioo 
Office ·(f¥WRli'fN6'\B.lfcJ'VMY»1 8 
to .have the advan\::.e depqsit 
refunded and not . bei billed fur­
ther . .. This deadline: applies if 
you registered ONLY for Inters­
ession classes. 
Michael D. Taylor 
Direct9r of Registration 
SUMMER ADDS/DROPS/ 
CANCELLATIONS 
WEDNESDAY, JUNE 1 4, is the 
deadline for adding an 8-week 
or a 5-week class. After June 
1 4, you may register only for a 
wo rks hop t h at has not yet 
beg u n .  You may d rop an 8-
week or a 5-week class through 
THURSDAY, June 1 5--and the 
class wi l l  not appear on your 
permanent record AND you will 
not be billed for the class. The 
only class you may drop after 
June 15 that will still not appear 
on your permanent record (and 
will not be billed) is a workshop 
that is d ropped B E F O R E  I T  
B E G I N S .  T h e  d e a d l i n e  f o r  
. WITHDRAWING from Summer 
8-week and 5-week classes in 
order to bi l led only for insur­
ance is . THURSDAY, JUNE 1 5. 
The deadline for WITHDRAW­
I N G  from Summer  8- and 5-
week c lasses. in  order to be 
b i l led only for insurance plus 
50% of rem a i n i n g  cost is 
THURS DAY, JUNE 22. 
·Michael D. Taylor 
Director of Registration 
ELIGIBILITY FOR 
INTERSESSION 
Those students who are aca­
d e m i ca l ly  d i s m i ssed for low 
scholars h i p  at the c lose of 
Spring Semester 1 995 are not 
eligible for enrollment in Sum­
mer Te rm or in I ntersession 
which is part of Summer Term. 
I n te rsess ion rosters w i l l  be 
checked, and those �udents 
who registered a n d  a re d is­
missed will · be notified that they 
will be withdrawn from Interses­
sion and the rest of the Sum­
mer Term. 
John Conley 
Registrar 
FULL-TIME STUDENT 
ACADEMICALLY 
In order to be considered a full­
lim.e. student academically. an 
undergraduate student must 
ca rry at � - i.g semester  
hours each semester and ·fil 
� 2 semester hours during a 
summer term. A graduate stu­
d e n t  must  ca rry fil l east � 
semester hours each semester 
and fil �- § semester hours 
during a summer term. This is 
the rule by which the Record 
Office certifies students as full­
Hmefto' such ';agenei.es as, lqan 
Elgehcres1;• �:0g0aci 'Sta dent dis· 
count, etc. If you have ques­
tions concern ing this, please 
contact the Records Office. 
John Conley 
Registrar 
Present Your Eastern Il.linois 
Univ. I.D. card and get your 
second set of prints for only 
APPLICATION FOR 
GRADUATION 
Application and reapplication 
for graduation for Summer Term 
1 995 must.be accomplished no 
later than the deadline of 4 p.m: 
on Thursday, June 1 5, 1 995. 
The application forms are avail­
able in the Records Office, 1 1 9  
Old Main. 
John Conley 
Registrar 
GRADE CHANGE APPEALS 
Appeals to change assigned 
grades must be ini1ifilfilt by the 
student through the appropriate 
instructors within four weeks 
after the start of the grading 
period following the one for 
which the contested grades are 
recorded. The deadline for 
Spring Semester 1 995 grade 
change appeals is Monday, July 
1 0, 1 995. 
John Conley 
Registrar 
CORRESPONDENCE 
COURSE 
Students who plan to take any 
work by correspondence from 
some other college/university 
MUfil have that course 
approved in the Records Office 
prior to enrolling for the course 
John Conley 
Registrar 
GRADUATION REQUIRE· 
MENT DEADLINE 
For a student to be considered 
a Spring Semester 1 995 gradu­
ate, ALI, graduation require­
ments must be met by 4:30 
p.m. on Wednesday, May 31 , 
1 995. This means any 
removals of incomplete, 
. changes of grades, or official 
transcripts of academic work 
from other institutions MUST 
reach the Records Office by 
that date. If all requirements 
are not met, the student should 
reapply for graduation for Sum­
mer Term 1995 no later than 
Thursday, June 1 5, 1 995. 
John Conley 
Registrar 
REAPPLICATION-FOR 
GRADUATION 
· Any student who has applied 
for graduation for a future 
semester or summer term and 
then finds that he/she will be 
�ruitat!P
. 
J: 
.
. l�a
.
' "·t.1.A=' .
• 8
.
tff
.
,�r:sutt .. itm1· ·-� . . . .  M - reapp y.,1or grc:n.i a on in 
the Records Office. There is no 
additional charge for reapply­
ing. Reapplications must be 
accomplished. no later than the 
published deadljne of the new 
semester or summer term when 
" he/she plans to graduate. For 
��®® 1 Hour Photo 
WALMART SUPERCENTER 
Mattoon, IL (2 17) 235-6773 
21 00 Broadway Mattoon 234-4151 
Congratulations to 
�®W w��lMl® 
OF  S IGMA CH I  
ON  BECOM I NG TH E N EW 
. _ S/GMA MAN 
Summer Term 1 995, the dead­
line is Thursday, June 1 5, 1 995. 
· John Conley 
Registrar 
REPEATED COURSES 
Students repeating courses 
Spring Semester 1 995 and 
wanting their grade point aver­
age recalculated should com­
plete the necessary form in the 
Records Office, 1 1 9  Old Main. 
John Conley 
Registrar 
STUDENT GRADE REPORTS 
At the close of each grading 
· period, Student Grade Reports 
are mailed to the bQJrul. 
addresses listed by the stu­
dents--NOT the local address­
es. Pleas.a be sure that you 
have requested a change of 
address with Housing if there 
has been a change in your 
� � to which grades 
. will be mailed. 
John Conley 
Registrar 
UNCLEAR RECORDS 
The academic records for stu­
dents who have outstanding 
obligations with such depart­
ments as Booth Library, Athletic 
Department, Textbook Rental 
Service, Financial Aids, Chem­
istry Department, Security, 
Housing, etc. will be marked 
unclear. Each student shoul_d 
check with all departments to 
clear all. obligations prior to 
semester or summer term 
breaks and/or leaving the Uni­
versity permanently. Official 
transcripts for any student with 
an unclear record will be with­
held and not sent to any one or 
any place. A hold on a stu­
dent's record includes withhold­
ing grade reports and precludes 
readmission, registration, or 
graduation. 
John Conley 
Registrar 
PERSONAL TRANSCRIPT 
Students leaving campus may 
want to order a transcript for 
t h e i r  personal  f i l e .  Many 
e m ployers and educat ional  
institutions will accept "issued 
to studenf' transcripts as · proof 
of education u nti l  a transcript ·· 
can be sent d i rectly to them .. 
The . time required for prepara­
tion of transcripts .varies; during 
enFol lmept and a) !he eoq qf 
grading periods there may be a 
delay of several days. The cost 
of transcripts is $4 for regular 
s e rvice and $1 O for r u s h e d  
. transcripts that are mailed with­
i n  24 h o u rs- of receipt  of a 
request. 
G. Sue Harvey 
Associate Registrar 
AVOI D  SUMMER LATE . 
REGISTRATION FEE 
To avoid being charged the $25 
late fee for Summer 8-/5-Week 
Te rm, reg ister for 8-/5-week 
classes no later than TUES· 
DAY, JUNE 6. This  deadline 
applies to students who are not 
attending Intersession. 
Michael D. Taylor 
Director of Registration 
ATTENTION PRE-BUSINESS 
STUDENTS 
Stud e n ts who w i l l  have 6 0  
semester hours A N D  all five of 
the following courses complet­
ed--ACG 21 00, ACC 2 1 50, AIS 
251 0  or COM. 2175, MGT 2750, 
COM 281 0--with a grade of c . 
or better by the beginning of the 
Fall Semester 1 995 may now 
apply for admission to the Busi­
ness Program in  the Lumpkin 
C o l l e g e  of B u s i ness a n d  
A p p l i ed Sc ie nces (Lu mpki n 
1 1 2) for Fall Semester 1 995. In  
order to pre-enroll in upper-divi­
sion business classes, admis­
sion to the Business Program is 
required. Deadline for making 
application is June 1 5 ;  1 995. 
Ted lvarie 
Dean, Lumpkin College of 
Business and Applied Sciences 
PART· TIME STUDENT 
INSURANCE 
Summer Semester students 
who are registered for 9, 1 O, or 
- 1 1  hours as resident students 
may purchase Student Accident 
and Sickness Insurance for 
Summer Term by obtaining an 
application from Student Health 
Insurance located in the Stu­
dent Services Building East 
Wing, and making payment by 
3:30 p.m.,  J..UN.E. 1§... 1 995, at 
the Cashier's window in the 
Business Office. The cost is 
$33,60. Coverage will be effec­
tive on 6-1 2,95 or on the date 
payment is received, whichever 
is later. 
. Joyce Hackett 
Medical Insurance Specialist 
STUDENT/DEPENDENT 
SUMMER INSUR'\NCE 
Students who will not be 
enrolled in the Summer Term 
are eligible to purchase Sum- · 
me.r Health Insurance provided 
m� S}flg§tn 'f':!i� i���fe� Sprin9, Semester·1 995 with insurahce 
coverage under the Student 
Insurance Policy. The premium 
for Summer 1 995 Student 
Insurance is $33.60. Enroll· 
me.n� cards are available in the 
Financial Aid Office, Student 
Services Building. Coverage 
effective dates for Summer 
1 995 Semester are 6-1 2-95 
through 8-1 7-95. The deadline 
for submitting a completed 
enrollment card and payment of 
$33.60 is June 9 1 995. for 
Information concerning depen­
dent coverage, please contact 
the Student Health Insurance 
Office; located in the Financial 
Aid Office, Student Services 
Building, East Wing, or call 
581 -5290. 
Joyce Hackett 
Medical Insurance Specialist 
SUMMER INSURANCE 
REFUND 
If you are enrolled 12 hours or . 
more in the summer sessions, 
or you are a graduate assistant, 
the Student Health Insurance 
fee will be included in your 
tuition bill. Students who can 
provide evidence of having 
health insurance equal to or 
better than the EIU Student 
Health Insurance, may request 
the "Petition for Insurance 
Exemption" forms from the Stu­
dent Health Insurance Office 
located in the Student Services 
Building, East Wing. Acopy of , 
your insurance company's out­
line of coverage or a copy of 
your medical ID card must be 
· attached to the completed 
"Petition for Insurance Exemp-
tion" form. June 1 6, 1 995 is the 
last date these petitions will be 
'accepted for Summer semester 
1 995. 
Joyce Hackett 
Medical Insurance Specialist 
STUDENT MAY PAYCHECKS 
Sign and turn in your May time 
sheet to your supervisor before 
leaving campus. If you will not 
be on campus on May 31 (pay­
day) and are unable to pick up 
your paycheck, ,please forward 
a se lf-a d d resses stamped 
envelope to the Student payroll 
Office, 208 Old Main. Be sure 
the Housing Office and Student 
Payroll Office have a current 
home address for you; as this is 
the address to which your 1 995 
W-2 will be mailed in January, 
Tci verify .that the University has 
correct home address, review 
Wh@t j(> �r.!D!e8 en Y8W Apfi l 
check stub.  If the address is 
miss ing or i ncorrect, please 
contact the Housing Office and 
the Student Payroll Office. 
Janet L. Hinkle 
Asst. Payroll Supervisor 
